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 is World AIDS Day 
1995 and 190 countries
 
around 
the world have designated
 this day to draw 
public  
attention  to the AIDS 
pandemic. 
As of June 1995, the 
World  Health Organization 
estimated
 
that 20 million men, 














mark  the eighth 
observance










world  to join iii 
reaching  out to 
the people 
living 



















regarding  this 









 that everyone has 
the right to 
avoid infection, receive health 
care if infected, and 
be
 given respect and 
personal  freedom. 
At 
SJSU,  the participation
 in the week's ai 
tivities  put togeth-
See 
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President  Robe: t L. 
Caret,
 held a 
teleconferenc
 e Wednesday
 with faculty 
members  
from CSU Hayward







 CSU make 











Caret said, "The first theme of 
this teleconference is 'partner-
ship.'...
 As budgets have gotten worse and needs 
have
 gotten 
more complex, we need 
to look to each other and synergize
 
our efforts." 
Representatives from state government,
 telecommunications  
companies
 
and  the two CSU 
campuses  observed











 Pardoe, a technician
 in the SJSU biology
 department, 
See High -Tech, page 6 
"The president
 of the 
university,  
the





 a press 






















 have to 
pay,"  Fedor 
said. 
"Last year we got funded, and 
we took about a 
2 to S percent 
budget cut; costs (on supplies) 
went up 
and some people got 
small raises that they haven't 
had 
in three years. We (SJSU) have a 
lower dollar 
amount  per student 
now than we've had 






Spartan Daily Staff Writer 
San Jose's minual
 Christmas in the Park, which 
features colorful displays and
 live entertainment 
throughout 
the month of December,
 will begin 
Friday 
with a tree -lighting 






 begins at 6 
p.m.  when San 
Jose
 
Mayor  Susan 
Hammer,
 surrounded 
by blankets of 
white 
artificial  snow, pushes
 the button that 
lights  
up 
the park with the  




 looks  
rward  to 
this with great 
excitement 
eve: 





The Christmas in 




 reindeer and other
 winter 
scenes. New 
displays  this year 
include
 a unique 
sleigh display





































run  from today 















time," said Lori 




 fiscal Year 
budget  
for SJSU is $215,638,000.





The sources of hinds for the 
SJSU budget are 68 
percent from 
the general fund, 
11
 percent from 
external auxiliaries,
 10 percent 
from trust
 financial aid, 
9 percent 
from revenue
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San Jose celebrates 
218th  birthday 
By Sloan limb). 
Sparian Dailt 
Sufi  Wilier 
lids week 
init  ks t he ihiil 
animal  Founders 
veek  in 
San  si 
the found-
ing 
to  Pim Ho 
de






 in 1777. 
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 di" UltUr'll 
ism in the area. 
Blanche Alvarado. former vice mayor of San 
jose, who is now on the museum's Board of 
Directors, started 
the  event because she want-
ed to emphasis "the tradition and culture in 
the area. 
Edward M. Garcia, a former aide of 
Alvarado's. is chairman of the Founders Day 





page  6 
Pulitzer prize poet comes to campus 
By I.Orel la MalarlY 












nelit Alrican-American vim is in the naii.  in 
and the 1994 Pulitzer Prize winner in porn  v, 
will appear in Sall lose, Nov. 30 through Dec. 
2, to participate in 












teaches litti antic .11 illdI.111.1
 












"Neon Verna( ular New and Sch.( mil Poems," 
which is described
 as a composite 
of














ies. Eighteen of 




sonal experiem es 
as a soldier in Vietnam. and 
See Pultizer, page 7 
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 to vent your 
Irtistrations?  You 
know  what? 
There is now
 a place just tin 
sin',  it is a business 
maga-
zine located on the 
World  Wide Web, and 
it is there 
hit  
pet 





 web site describes 
itself  as, "The 
1)11,111,,s111,i,g,1/111(  tor 
'mimic
 who m k 
tot  a living," 
and can 
tie mond at: 










difference betWet'l I 




 is employees 
are  the protagonists 
of our 
stories.
 That, and the fact
 that we're not afraid 
of offending people for a laugh." 
That is definitely 
apparent  if you 
decide  to browse 
the 
pages of Disgruntled.
 It is a cynical and 
sarcastic  
site,
 full of topics such as 
privacy,  harassment, 
discrim-
ination and 
violence  in the 
workplace.
 Although 
some of the stuff on the
 site is cynical, the page does
 
tackle these heavy topics. 
"Disgruntled's 
readers
 won't learn how
 to succeed 
in business 
without  really trying. 
What
 they might 
learn, 
though,
 is how to file a 
discrimination  com-





 Commission) or how to 
blow the whistle 
on illegal doings
 at their company," Levine said.
 
The first page of the site 
gives  a warning telling visi-
tors that the site mayinclude 
language  which is not 
appropriate
 for all readers. Then they are 
invited  to 
click to the 
next page. This page 
is full of yellow 
"angry" 
faces that fill up the 
background
 of the 
screen. 
Here,  there is a list of 
different  topics to 
choose  
from: a link to 
the  press 
release,  the 




the year, the classified 
pages, the 
table
 ot ci 
intents. And there 
is an icon at the 
bottom of each page of a man smoking a cigar
 
to click on 
in case your boss walks in, which 
conveniently shuts off the page. 
Visitors of the site are 
continually  
asked to include their 
complaints.  They 
can send an e-mail to Levine at: 
dslevinegwell.com. They can also leave 
short stories and click on a button 
to 
send it over. 




 complaints about 
work  left by , 
past visitors. They are amusing 
to say 
the least. But they 
also send a message 
and make a 
valid  point. 
After reading 
some of these stories,
 
Newsroom  Voices 
you 








have  lots of frustrations with 
their 
workplace
 have a common place to 
convene.  
They 
can tell the millions of people how they are 
unhappy. It a place to finally have some
 release. It is 
somehow comforting to know that you can tell so 







That is ine 
important  tip; if you don't want anyone 
knowing
 slitir identity, inform them you wish to 
retnain anonymous.  Some 
of the brave few have left 
their names and 
e-mail






 also includes an entire section devoted 
to 
the National Employee Rights 
Institute,
 a non-profit 
organization  that helps the employed 
and  unem-
ployed enforce and expand their 
rights
 in the work 
place. Many employees never know their rights in the 
workplace and just shrug things off as being  
common-
place, but now they can 
find out just what their rights 
are. 
I guess you can call it an open forum for those
 
unhappy with their jobs. It is a chance for workers' 
who are abused in the workplace to make a change. 
It 
is an 
opportunity  fir workers to put a little heat in the 
bosses shoes. I'm sure many management officials 
are going to start checking the site to see if their 
name appears as 
an
 enemy. This could very well 
change 
the way businesses are run. Now, 
maybe  
employees won't be taken advantage
 of. 
Even if people just lurk on the site and decide 
not to include their stories, they may just 
find
 
solace in the 
fact
 that there are others out 
there just like them. I know that I'm happy
 to 
know that if I end up working in a place that is 
like a sweat shop. I'll be including my story. 
"While other business publications are con-
cerned 
with financial costs, we focus on 
human costs,"
 Levine said. 




Christmas commercialism not all bad 
(implanting about the com-
mercialism
 of Christmas? 
Do
 you complain when you 
,:et all 




Christmas the sales start 
mauler 
and people become frantic
 
to find the perfect gift. 
What is the 
true
 meaning of 




 from my 
parents,  cool 
toys, 
Christmas
 carolers and 
a 
whole bunch of 
cheerful  people. If 
that's not it, 
what  was the true 
meaning before? 
As times change, 
people spend 
more and
 more time working and 
less and less time 
prioritizing  their 
families. Many people move away 
for their jobs, leaving loved ones 
behind.
 
All of my family lives on the East 
Coast
 and in 
Europe.
 I've never 
spent a Christmas with anyone but 
my 
immediate  family. Now that 
we've
 all grown, we too are going 
our own 
ways. 
This isn't the middle ages, you 
know.
 Not everyone lives 
in a little 










 together for life 
because they didn't have the trans-
portation to get away. Finding a 
way to 
get home for the holidays 
has become routine and 
also  
boosts 
the  travel industry. 
The giving 
of gifts has become 
traditional and perhaps the mighty 
dollar is the
 root 1/1 the tradition, 
but if you 
were an  entrepreneur 




 you do? I make $48 
an hour for working on 
a holiday. Needless to 


















don't  need 








are the people that go overboard. 
The shopping, the commercials, 
the music, the lights and the 
smell  
of Christmas trees gets me in the 
holiday spirit. I love the whole 
month of December. I get
 time 
off school, a couple
 days off work, 
everybody's 
nice
 to each other 
and even
 give time and money to 
charity.
 
Families do take time out of 
their busy schedule to celebrate 
and spend time with the whole 
family together. The holiday 
makes people stop and appre-
ciate the time
 spent with 




holiday spirit. The 
commer-
cialism boosts it. 
Charlene






Letter   
Stanford rugby 
is still a 
club  sport, not varsity 
Chris Fisher should he 
thanked  
for his short article on Spartan 
rugby (Campus View, Nov. 14). 
Hopefully, it will receive 
the atten-
tion it deserves. However, in the 
interests of journalistic accuracy, 
one of his observations should be 
corrected. As a 
former  assistant 
coach and manager of the 
Stanford 
teams  and one
 who has 
been associated with them for over 
25 years, let me state quite 
definite-
ly that there is no such thing as a 
rugby scholarship at Stanford 
University. It is a "club sport" there 
and the players are all recruited 
front within the university; they 
provide their own finances and 
touring  to other countries is possi-
ble  by drawing on a 
fund
 
raised  by 
former players




who has ever played 
rugby will affirm, there is probably 
no 
other  sport more thrilling to 
watch, and play, than a 
good rugby 
game  nor one which forms 















 boot at 
the beginning 
of the era of 
Beademania.
 My mother 
was  pregnant with 
me 
when
 she visited a friend's
 home where there 
was 
a ieen-akie 
daughter.  The 
girl
 kept swooning
 over "the 
Beatles. My 
mother wondered
 why this 
girl
 was so 
infatuated
 with bugs, 
until she saw 
a  poster in the 
girl's 
room  and realized 
it was a band. 
Though
 I was merely 
in




 I somehow 




 time in history.
 So, last week, 
I taped the six 
hours 
of
 the Beatles 
Anthology
 so I could watch





 swept me 
back  to a time 
tilled 
with  the 
shadows
 and images
 of the '60s.
 I 
became  quite 
nostalgic. 
I remember




 many of the
 Beatles' hits. 
My
 dad hated the 
Beatle 
hair
 cuts and 
thought  the 
music  was too 
radi-
cal. But
 my dad didn't
 understand 
this  was the 
begin-
ning of 
pip  culture. 
It was a 
time when there 





 I have strong
 images of 
Vietnam,
 man landing 







I had three older 
brothers who 
were
 in junior high 
and high 
school  then, so I 
listened to their




 the pop 
culture  of that 
time. 
Though I 
couldn't  get 
enough
 of The 





could  take the  
place of the




 "The Yellow 
Submarine."  And 
one  day my 
brother 






 the chorus "na,
 na na na na na 
!la, na na na 
na
 Hey Jude" (17
 times). 
It is over 25 
years  since they broke 
up, but it 
amazes me 
how their music 
still lives on, as 
does the 
culture  of the '60s, 
which  for many 
people is 
inseparable with 




I have a 




now drive my 





may  have 
been just a kid during the
 reign of the 
Beatles,
 but many who 
weren't even 




them.  This is a band who left an 
indelible mark 
on society and 
paved  a 
new 
path for 




 were even 
making 
weird 
music  videos 
before  there 
was
 
a name for it. 
But  the one thing 




































 on me  
after 
watching  









became  a 
grandfather.




























































 what's "in" 
changes.  
I don't think
 there will 
ever be 
another
 time like 
that 
again.  Since 









with a new 
music  video and 
pop
 stars that 
pecpie swoon
 over. But there
 will never 
be
 
another  time 
when
 fans respond
 as they did 
back 
then  over one 
band. There 
will never be 
a time
 when one 
group  of four 
will  turn cul-
ture completely
 around. 












I for one 
am
 sick and tired 
of 
hearing about the
 issue of racism.
 
Hey, let's face





 are all different.
 
Anyone with two
 good eyes can see 
the 






 the beginning 
of time 
and probably to 
the  end of time, 
there 




 if we constantly say
 
racism
 is the cause, 
effect  and 
result of everything
 good or bad 
that happens 
to us, instead of look-
ing to ourselves and 
our actions or 
inactions, we are tinting
 people of 
all races







The Spartan Daily is com-
mitted to sharing a broad range 
of opinions with
 the communi-
ty, and readers are encouraged 
to express themselves on the 
Opinion page with a Letter to 
the Editor or Campus 
Viewpoint. 
A Letter to the Editor is a 
200 -word response to an issue 
(Sr point of view that has 
appeared in the Spartan Daily. 
A Campus Viewpoint is a 
300- to 500-word 
essay (two 
double spaced pages) on 
current 
campus,
 political or 
personal issues. 
Submissions become the 
property of the Spartan Daily 
and may be edited for clarity, 
grammar, libel and  length. 
Submissions must contain the 
author's name, address, phone 
number, signature
 and major. 
Submissions  must be typed 
or submitted on a 3.5" disk 
using Microsoft Word on the 
Macintosh. Always provide a 
printout
 of the piece. 
Submissions may be put in 
the Letters to the Editor box at 
the Spartan Daily office in 
Dwight &mei Hall room 209, 
sent by fax to (408) 924-3237 or 
mailed
 to the Spartan Daily 
Forum 









Square,  San Jose, 
CA, 
9519'2-0149.  
Editorials  are written by, and 
are the consensus of the 
Spartan Daily editors, not the 
staff. 
Published opinions do not 
necessarily reflect the views of 
the Spartan Daily, the School of 





 of right or wrong. 
Our society 
is becoming more 
polarized
 along racial lines every 
day. 
Do we want to live in a place 
like Bosnia, 
Lebanon, or Northern 
Ireland? I think not but I firmly 
believe we 
are headed in that 
direction.
 
None of us came into this world 
with any 
guaranties  of success or 
wealth or 
fair  treatment of any 
kind.  'flue, some have 
had
 to work 
harder than others to  get 
ahead,  
but still managed 
to
 make it 
regardless of any adversities. 
All of us need to take a long 
hard look at ourselves and take 
responsibility for our
 own lives and 
actions and stop bellyaching
 and 
blaming everyone
 else when we 
come up against life's 
adversities.  
As a child, my parents 
always 
taught me to 
assume  responsibility, 
for my own 
actions,
 good or bad. 
It's truly 
amazing
 when you do 
that. Your whole outlook on life 
changes. 





would all be better for it. 
Eugene Ludwico 
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Musician  - Early 
Music Ensemble 12:30p.m.-






















 Seminar Series 
The Applicatit




 Urbmet/TVM to the 
San
 
Francisco Bay Area 
12:30p.m.-1:30p.m. Duncan 
















 on Proposed Federal 
Student 
Loan Cuts 12mxm 
Student Union,







Tending the Garden- 
Planting 
and 
Watering  9:30a.m. 





















I fall, Main Stage
 
Lobby. 











Bi-Sexuals or Questioning 
Women) 6p.m.-7:311p.m. 
Student Union, 




Meeting 3p.m.-5p.m. Spartan 




Winter Formal Dance 
9:30p.m. Rose Garden Inn 





 Alpha Fraternity 
Miss BLit k Gild Pageant 
7p.m.-10p.m.  Student Union 
Ballroom. Call 286-7867. 





 Union, Guadalupe 
Rm. Call 
286-9529.  
Human Performance Dept. 
"Aerobic Mon" Spartan 
Complex  West, Rm. 44-B. 
Call 924-3022. 
KSJS 90.5 FM 
Public Affairs Programming 
Do Niiti Remember 12roon-
1p.m., A Green Perspective 
5p.m.-6p.m., Radio rVilan 











SJSU Karate Club 
(lid) Meeting 2:30p.m.-
3:30p.m. Spartan (4anplex  





Womeff's Resource Center 
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Thursday,  November 















 tap) - 
ahead,
 





Si/Ill/IA bur rito, 
even the 
Just
 make sure they're 
111,111 -guiltless." -lite" and "tit" 
side 
of
 the 111r1111. 














more healthful than regular
 tare. 
The Center for Scient e in the 














- from 670 
to
 2.s711 grams - 
sometimes










 "These meals 
are  far betiei than similar items 
ordered 
egiilar 

















The  enter tested seven restau-
rant 
I 
hail's and found  13 of 17 




irt.  healthful and 
lighter than 
regular fare, 
although  some 
chefs  
added more fat 
than
 the menus 
advertised
 - in one case 
deciding 
to put greasy 
bacon bits into 
a light 
chicken salad offering. 
Four items 
failed the health test
 
because  they 
got




 of their calories










are  far 
better  
than similar 






 general, you get fewer calories, 




 more vegetables. 
Jayne Hurley 
CSP1 senior nutritionist 
an 
'A' for effort, 
but  clearly they 
need 




 the thousands 
of 
cooks  and servers at 
their restau-
rants,"





the center, added, 
"Some cooks 
think  they'll make 
the customer 
happier
 by putting 
on 
more cheese, or by filling up 
the plate." 
The  related 
Mexican





 \sr!, I,, 
ith
 
cited for putting 
too mut Ii tat - 
50 
percent




-in  their chicken taiitas 
lite and chicken
 ch.ijitas Inc 
lhe  
dish 







compared  with 
1,660
 Mt the regu-
lar menu item. 
"There
 are natural vai 
iations in 
the raw 
materials  bet ausr 
our
 
products  are prepared by 
people,  
not 
machines, said Gayle 
DeBrosse,
 the restaurant chain's 
vice president of quality assurance. 
"But we have 



















 Pacific Coast 







with  otik 
9 
percent  
trout  fat. 
The
 1111 \ I's 
called  the 
dish "one of 





























































To get to 
those,  a diner must 
somehow avoid the diet wreckers 
also on the menu. 
Heiny  noted 
that 
Friday's is known for
 "invent-
ing" cheese -drenched
 potato skins 
in the 1970s. 
Surgical
 






















who  was 
mutilated
 during a 
botched cir-
cumcision










reached  a 











 part of 
his 










 boy and 
his family,
 who 
asked  that 
their













Centel  in 
Brooklyn 
by





 attorney, Neil 
Ptashnik, was
 quoted in today's 
Daily News as saying
 that the settle-









boy was one of 16 children
 
who 
underwent  circumcision 
at 
the 
BriXiklyn clinic in 
July 1990. 
The clinic, a 









urement of the 
penis.  




 would make 
sexual intercourse
 difficult when 
the boy reaches maturity, 
accord-




 - or bris - is per-
formed
 on 8-day4o4d boys. 
The  
procedure was
 not commonly 
available in the
 former Soviet 
Union. In 
addition,
 some Jewish 
families refrained from having 
their sons circumcised 
because
 it 
could make them targets of 
preju-
dice in communities 
where Jews 




























7:30a.m.-11:30a.m.  Macquarrie 
Hall, Rm. 9. 
Call 924-2966. 
Asian American Christian  
Fellowship  
Bihic Study by Anthony  Then 
7:30p.m.  







 for Christ 
Weekly Meeting









Campus  Ministry 
Noon Mass 12:05p.m. 






Child Development Club 
Meeting 4:30p.m. Sweeney 
Ilan, Rm. 100.
 Call 945-4369. 
Circado 






 talvo kin. Call 732-8024. 


























 Management Club 
Hospitality
 (.areer ("tinter 
7p.m. 
Spartan Complex West, 
Rim 209. 










Classrooms  Bldg. 
Kin.


















































SEAFOOD DAILY  
i 
BREAKFAST 




LUNCH iik DINNER 
RESERVATIONS FOR 5 OR 
. 
MORE ONLY . . 
OPEN 7 DAYS 
1 
4.08-998-14.4.0 
7 AM TO 8:30 PM 
7 DAYS A WEEK 




























tb purchase ot another of 
equal 
or greater value 
Baked
 Fresh Daily 
17 varieties of Bagels 
12 varieties









Willow Glen Bagel 




only   
expires  1 
I 
j 


























Philadelphia looks to be new location 
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. (AP)  
New Jersey said no to the Mike 
Tyson -Buster Mathis Jr. fight 
Wednesday, so Don King 
is taking 
his show to Philadelphia. 
The state Casino Control 
Commission, which barred King
 
from doing business with casinos 




plan  to have five casinos 
sponsor  the bout at 
Convention 
King then decided to go west  
60 miles away  and got a warm 
reception from Mayor Ed Rendell 
and the boxing commission.
 King 
said he is licensed in Pennsylvania. 
The fight will be held at the 
Spectrum on Dec. 16. It will be 
televised live on free television by 
Fox Sports. King said. 
"Philadelphia is the 
home of 
Rocky. Philadelphia is the
 home of 
the Constitution. 
The constitution-
al congress met there. I think this 
is what democracy is all about." 
Tyson, who
 has recovered from 
the 
broken
 thumb that caused the 
fight's postponement, has been 
sparring for 1 1/2 weeks and was 
unfazed by the change 
of venue, 
his co -manager
 said.  
"Mike
 doesn't care if it's in 
Philadelphia
 or Minnesota, he 
doesn't care where it is," said John 
Horne, "He's 




trial  on wire fraud 
charges
 ended in a mistrial, was 
still under indictment in 
August  
1994 when the 
New Jersey Casino 
Control Commission banned him. 
The ban remains in place, despite 
the mistrial. 
"I'm changing to Philadelphia 
because Philadelphia has the pre-
sumption of innocent 
until proven 
guilty, rather
 than New Jersey, 
which has the presumption of 
guilty until 
proven
 innocent," King 
said.
 
King said he didn't believe New 
Jersey authorities would let Tyson 
fight here, but that he agreed to 
try because Trump wanted to. 
Trump  sought to have his three 
casinos and the two Bally's proper-
ties to sponsor Tyson -Mathis. His 
lawyers structured a deal under 
which 
King  would assign the pro-
motional rights to an unidentified 
promoter. 
Tyson would have been paid up 
to $10 million by King and gotten 
a share of the gate.
 The casinos, 
meanwhile, would have guaran-
teed up 
to $5 million toward 
ticket 
sales.  
But regulators said no dice. 
They voted 4-0 to reject Trump's 
request, saying it was a thinly dis-




"Under this proposal, King 
would pay an 
unspecified
 fee to 
Tyson, which 
(Trump)  contended 
would not 
be
 affected by the guar-
anteed 
gate receipts," said commis-
sion Chairman Bradford S. Smith. 
"Yet, unless the fee
 paid is the 
full $10 
million  guarantee, it is 
clear that 
the fee paid by 
King
 to 
Tyson will necessarily 
be
 reduced 
by the anticipated fee
 to be paid to 
Tyson 
from the guaranteed gate 
receipts. 
"In 
this regard, the casinos 
would be indirectly 
conducting  
business 
with King and Don King 
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distance  calls Savings based on a 3 minute
 osenner-441811 
Joseph 




 who was trav-
eling 
Wednesday,  could not 
be 
reached for 
comment.  A message 
left at his 




Fusco told commissioners King 
would not bent -fit directly from the 




 him if the fight 
could
 be held without them. 
He also said there was precedent 
for granting Trump's 
request: The 
commission  allowed Atlantic City 
casinos to 
broadcast the pay-per -





bly derived proceeds from. 
That was different, 
Smith  said. 
"It didn't 
involve  sponsorship by 




 of the guaran-


















































scheduled  to 
challenge  
WBC  












champion,  and 
Paul
 Vaden, the 
WBA  champion, 
will fight on 




and  Julio Cesar 
Vazquez will 


































 Valuable Player 
of the 
1995 Spartan
 football squad 
at
 




Sotelo, a senior 
from Del 
Mar High 
School in San 
Jose, 
was credited





sacks during the 
Spartans' 3-8 
season. He 




 All -Big 
West 
Conference 














Lomax,  a second 
team 
All -Big West 
selection, led 
the Spartans
 in interceptions 
with four and 
was third on the 
team in 
tackles
 with 69. 
Running  back 
Donald 
Lindsey, a 
senior  from 
Lompoc  

















805  yards 
and  seven 
touchdowns. 





















Phillips,  Most 
Inspirational; 



























tight  end Brian 
Roche,  
"Scholar -Athlete";











Hill, Howard Butler and 
junior 
place kicker Joe







OAKLAND  (AP) 





 connected for 
six  3-pointers 
and 33 field goals 
for a Northern 
California -record 82 points. 
Winters Patterson punctuated
 
the record with three





126-103  on Tuesday 
night. 
The 6-foot-2 





points  set by Balboa's 
Walter  
Jackson
 in 1992. The 
state record 
of 89 points was 
set in 1992 by 
Chad Bickley of 
Santa  Maria Valley 
Christian. 
"It feels great," Patterson said..1 
got the record. Our motto is, Awl 
and jet,' and that's what I like
 to 
do." 
Patterson, who is averaging:08 
points in three games this seastin, 
had 32 first-half points. By the end 
of the game, Balboa coach Dean 
Maye was encouraging his players 




 the record.   
"He's just a hell of a playsi-, 
Maye said. 
"He was doing it.a 

















































































who  will 
have
 the 




























































rental  car company 
with 
over





 If you are 
energetic  and success
 driven, we 





 Palo Alto. San Jose. 
Santa  
Crur  








































PHOTOS [iv CHIUSTIAN DEL ROSARIO  SPARTAN DAILY 
ABOVE:
 Head
 coach Stan Morrison takes a time out to 
fine tune the team during a third period frenzy 
against Saint Mary's College Tuesday night. 
RIGHT:Spartan
 forward Sam Allen's attempt
 at a goal
 gets 
denied  by 
Saint 







Last -second shot 
gives Spartans 
incentive
 for Friday 








Stan  Morrison sure 
does  have 
II of 
fire in his eyes. 
Morrison. the SJSU men's basket-
ball coach, gets a glare in his 
eyes as 
he recalls every 
last
 second of 
Tuesday night's 
61-60 heartbreak-
ing loss to 
Saint Mary's. 
He stares into space as 
his  mind 
goes through a 
play-by-play  of every 
last second 
of the game in 
which  
the Gaels  David 
Sivulich
 hit the last 
of his five 
three -pointers off the 
glass from 30 
feet away as the 
buzzer 




 at the Events
 Center. 
'Terence (WilbOrnj
 made a great 
big
-league rebound to put
 us up by 




He looks as if he could go on for 
days talking 
about  the last seven 
sec-
onds
 of the game. 
"From  where 1 






...  Then it 
banked  off 
the
 left of the 
backboard."
 he says as he 
slams his 






 concern is 
to get the 
guys
 to think more 
concisely  on the floor  
on 
both ends,  
Stan Morrison 
SJSU men's basketball coach 
fist onto the folder he is 
holding.  
After a short 
breath,
 Morrison is 
able to gain 
his  composure and 
plan the 
Spartans'  strategy for 
Friday 
night's game 
against  the 
Santa Clara 
Broncos









 returned nine 
lettermen  
including  arguably the 
West 
Coast's best guard, Steve Nash. 
Nash, 6-3, averages
 almost 21 
points, five assists and almost four 
rebounds per game. 
"(Santa 
Clara)
 has terrific talent," 
he says.
 "My primary 
concern
 is to 
get the guys to 
think  more concisely 
on the floor
  on both ends." 
Another
 worry of 
Morrison's  will 
be the
 health of guard 
Brad Quinet 
PP 
and center Roy 
Hammonds  who 
are out with
 ankle injuries. 
Quinet, the Spartans leading 
scorer, injured his left ankle in 
Friday's practice and 
didn't play 
against Saint 
Mary's. An early x-ray 
showed a slight fracture in 
the 
ankle,  however Quinet says he 





 the starting center
 
who sat out last 
season  because of 
knee 
surgery,
 injured his left 
ankle 
during Tuesday's 




points and four 
rebounds.  
The men's and
 women's teams play 
Friday 
against Santa Clara at 5:30 
p.m. at the San Jose Alma. Tickets for 
both pines are $6 for SISU
 students. 
SPAR' N 
SPO 4,1 s 











 Speedo Cup, Irvine. 
 )%, rncii's 
basketball  vs. Santa
 Clara.
 San 
Jose Arena, 5:30 
p.m. 
 's basketball vs. Sat ita Clara, San Jose Arena. 8 pan. 
Basketball games  at


































































































































 by the 
time
 they reached
 the end of it.  
Just
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many  people still think 
AIDS awareness is somebody else's 
pi,tblem.
 






















 do with the 
per, (Toon people 
have that AIDS 
I' someone else's 
disease," Battle 









oblem, but when we 
come down 
to addressing the issue, we blame 
someotte  else." 
Battle 
hopes  that tonight's 
event. which will feature 
Mohammed Baal of MTV's "The 
Real 
Vol Id.- will 
thaw .1 larger 
e than the
 events held ear-
lier this heels. 
"We base to see HIV affect a 
well-known person or celebrity and 
then we will become interested in 
listening." Battle said. 
Tonight at 6 p.m. in the Student 
Union
 Ballroom, 













AIDS activist who died of AIDS-
related complications in 1994. He 








"We're  hoping that Mohammed 
will  bring 
people  into a situation 
where they can confront their 
fears and
 their ignorance about
 a 
disease  that literally 
threatens
 
every  single human 
being  on the 
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light  dist I 
inUnatieni; 
Organizing effectiyr at Mines within






those inf cc ted with 111V/AI1)5;  
Listening to each  other's 






messages  of compassion and hope
 to those affected by I IIV/AIDS
 
Agressively  promoting HIV/AIDS 
awareness  and education; 
Implementing HIV/A1DS 
prevention
 programs in our communities;
 
Directing parents and educators to promote safer 

















protecting  the human rights of those infected
 with HIV/AIDS 
Yes  sharing rights and shariitg 
iesponsibilities!  
High-tech:











From page 1 
11(51 
bet!
 kl-M as an 
independent  
network of cables developed by. 
Pacific Bell for purposes
 different 
from those of telephone lines, 
which can carry' the 
Internet  but 
are still limited. ATM networks use 
lines of a "wider band length," and 
as result are able to carry much 
more information than telephone 
itt .11i I 




 is technologies, 
at best, could re« 






the ATM network 
allows  
users to 
receive moving images almost 
instantly. "That
 s the reason it's so 
good," Pardoe said. 
Lori Stahl, SJSU public affairs 
officer, said, "In the high technolo-
gy communications
 world, at the 
forefront is ATM  not to be con-
fused 
with automated teller 
machines." 
Stahl said CSU has developed 
uses for the ATM network in two 
areas 
of education: classroom 
instruction and scientific research. 
Because of its use of the ATM net-
work, all 22 CSU campuses can 
jointly  participate in classes held at 
a single site. 
SJSU, because it has a school of 
library and information
 science, 
the only one in the CSU system, 
will be teaching five courses over 
thi ATM network. This allows stu-
dents across the state access with-
out having to travel to San 
Jose. 
Also, "CSU doesn't have to create 
multiple 









 SJSU is coot dmiting the use of 
the Scanning Election Microscope
 
(SEM) through the AM network. 
According to hint, the SEM is run 
by computer and is at least 1,000 
times more powerful than a nor-
mal scientific microscope. 
CSU houses its SEM, which cost 
about  $200,000, on the Hayward 





















Vs Pardoe demonstrated on 
'iVi'i Ii iesday. the ATM network.  
helps





placed in t he SEM while not "cm 





purchase  more than one. 
Pueblo:
 Members of the
 
consulate  of 
Spain 
and  Mexico
 attended event 
From page 1 
on Wednesday. 
In the last three years, Cat
 cia 
has seen the event grow "from a 
few people on St. John Street to an 
outpouring of the community." 
Garcia said the first year was 
"rainy" and "poorly attended." By 
moving it to the 
grounds
 of Peralta 
Adobe, the city's 
oldest  historical 
structure, the
 event has increased 
threefold. 
'This  is a good darn city, 
that is 
begging  to  promote its iden-
We're not San Francisco or 
New Nbrk, but San Jose." he said. 
CVI.. t , 8 A Inc 1095
 
On hand to 
speak  about the 
importance  of recognizing the 
diverse community were members 
of the 
consulate from Spain and 
Mexico: 
Carnil  Alonso-Vega and 
Fernando del 
N'illar respectively. 
Both discussed the importance of 
culture and how it has and can 
have a positive effect on San Jose. 
The event emphasized the 
youths and how important they are 
to the future. Fourth- and fifth -
grade students from 
Schallenberger Elementary School 
provided a special presentation in 
the form of a poetry reading to 
conclude the 
event, speaking in 
five 
languages. 
"Haying the event held at 
Peralta Adobe is a way to preserve 
a sense of culture for future gener-
ations," said Barbara Johnson, 
assistant director of the Historical
 
Museum Association. "History was 
made today, simply because we had 
a fair representation of the com-
munity. And as this event contin-
ues to grow I see more and more 





Schallenberger was adopted by the 
association to promote the ideals 
of culturalism. Other events con-
ducted through the school are 
party tours and a walk -a-thou. 
Founders Week concludes today 
with a lecture by 
George
 Vasquez, 
SJSU history professor, titled. "The 
Founders of San Jose: A 
Personal
 
Perspective." The lecture is free 
and will be held in Room 109, 






































Having the event held at 
Peralta  
Adobe  is 
a way to 
preserve a sense of culture for future generations. 
History was made today ... 
Barbara  Johnson 
Historical Museum Associatior, assistant director 
Fees
 












 II percent for 
external




 5 percent for stu-
dent
 services, 3 percent for library 
and 
3 percent for 
academic  sup-
port. 
Current  renovation and repair 
projects range from 
painting 
buildings
 and renovating bath-

















"If people were 
doing  their jobs 
right, the 




doing a good job," said Fedor
 
referring to the Campus 
Life 
Initiative 
which  included a $20 fee 
increase for athletics by 1997. 
"They want 
more money 
because  they're not allocating 
their monev where they 
should
 be. 
SJSU is fine 
because  the money.ts 








murder  plot 
/NWRI). Miss. ..11' 
is 
"man  and 
her 
graniii.alier  











itt ms for plotting 
to kill the 
womati's husband. 
Teresa jean
 Hutcheson, 30, and 
William Douglas 
Hinson,  71, were 
sentenced Tuesday to 
five
 years in 




 guilty n September 
to 
one count of 
(Ii 














et vthing, but 
this  is the most 
sordid
 case I've 
seen where the great-grandfather
 





 told Hinson. 
"If I could 






 $25,000, to be 
paid from 
insurance
 proceeds on 
the hus-









11:1 11:1ill114 pbatcd 
the slaying 




intim;  to court
 
records,
 as eat IN
 












appottiched  stunt,  MC 
.11 
that time about
 finding a Int man 
to gun 
down Hutcheson in an 
apparent hunting accident. 
When that fell thr ough, 
Hutcheson and Hinson repottedly 
switched on the electric pow,: in 
the Hutchesons' New Albany 
home while her 
husband  was 
under
 the house fixing wiring in 
May 1994. The intended victim 
suffered hunted hands. 
Teresa Hutcheson's defense 
argued for leniency, contending 
she was under the control of her 
grandfather through an incestu-
ous
 relationship that began when 
she 
was  11. 
Pt osecutors 
claimed
 that taped 
conversations  and other evidence 
showed she was the key
 force in 
the plot. 
Amphetamine




 use so.ned by 
366 
percent in 
California  over the last 
10 years, according to a new 
report.  
-The trend was led by skyrocket-
ing consumption in Sacramento, 
San Bernardino, Kern, 
Kings, 
Madera, Mariposa and Tulare 







and 1993, the 
nonprofit Public 
Statistics Institute
 in Irvine said in 
a 
report
 to lx. 
released  
today. 
I. se in Rivet side  




 by 5110 
pereent.  
lams 
Angeles  County was well 
below the 
statewide  average with a 
245 percent rise, while Orange 




"These findings are a wake-up 
call," said psychologist James F1/4 














The institute based its «mein-
sknis
 on amphetamine -related 
hospital admissions, a 
commonly  
accepted indicator of drug use. 
The 
users  of the 
drug 
are pri-
marily young white males, the 
study found. 
Whites outnumbered other 
races four to one in hospital 






 of the admissions were of peo-
ple 
tinder
 age 35. 
"It renainly
 validates what we 
have
 been empirically  observing.
 
...
























speed,  I lank or 
ice,  add 
XTC.
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DAILY  San Jose State University 
Thursday,
 November 30, 
1995 7 
Christmas:
 More than 
100,00 
people
 are expected to attend 
parade 

























watching the nightly live
 entertain-
ment on the 
City
 Tree Stage, fea-
turing 
community  schools 
and 
local




form from Dec. 12-17. 
Promoters  are assuring 
the
 pub -
In that the Nativity
 scene will be on 
display 
this
 year. The baby Jesus, 
historically the original meaning 
behind
 Christmas and a fixture in 
the event for the past 20 years, was 
ousted from the Plaza last 
year
 but 
was quickly reinstated after
 hun-
dreds of protest calls flooded 
both  
the mayor's and city 
planners'  
office. 
On Sunday, more 
than 100,000 
people are expected to attend the 
annual San Jose Holiday Parade 







his works all over world 


























SJSU.  He 










 his own 
appearance  he 
said,  "I will try
 and do 
what  I do: 







Dialogues  in 
Writing  and 
Culture," a 
series  of inter
-discipli-
nary  programs 
featuring
 a group 
of noted writers
 and other 
creative 
artists  and per-
formers.
 They include: 
Vince 




"Dragonfly," Genny Lim, a 
Chinese-American
 play-
wright  and poet, best 
known for her play, "Paper 
Angels"; and 
Eddie Gale, a 
Grammy Award nominee 
jazz trumpeter. The





 well as discuss their cultural
 and 
artistic roots. 






Soldofsky, will discuss 
how art is a 
product of 
our family 
culture  and 
how it is 
inherited  from 
traditions




resented  by a group of 
people who are ethnical-
ly 
diverse;  it is a cross-cul-
tural window," Soldofsky said. "It's 
about being able to perceive 
the  
world through 
the experience of 




SJSU kicks off 
first  faculty,




Spartan Daily Staff Writer 
Various 
members  of the SJSU 
faculty
 and staff want to show 
the campus they do more than 
just their university jobs. 
Today from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
in the lobby of the Hal Todd 
Theater in Hugh 
Gillis  Hall, 27 
staff members will display
 and 
sell their passions, hobbies and 
holiday crafts. 
"A few employees thought 
that it would 
be a good idea to 
show that we do more than help 
the university run," said Evet 
Dixon, scheduling supervisor 
and boutique vendor. "Plus 
since the regular holiday crafts 
fair is not happening this year, 
we had more 
motivation
 to do 
MU 
own."  
A small idea has 
turned into a 
large event
 according to 
SJSU 








response we have 
had for this 
event, it is 
likely








 for next 
id 
It is going to be 
real




 entry fees were 
cookies baked for the 
event. 
"The
 donated cookies and
 
cider 
will be available for
 
patrons
 along with a raffle
 for 















out the day. 
Those
 who wanted to partici-
pate 
in
 this year's 
boutique  had 
very little time 
to prepare  
only a 
couple  of weeks 
 so 
many of the vendors
 will not be 
selling their
 work. 
"I will be 
showing
 my cross-
stitch  and 
embroidery,
 but I did-
n't have





 to sell,- said 
La Boone, 
anthropology  department 
secre-
tary. "I have 
been doing cross-
stitch for ten 
years,  and it is 
sometimes hard to 
part with the 
things I have made
 because they 
take so long 
to make." 







 pillows and 
Rasta teddy bears. 
"I am 
arguing with myself 




buddies,"  said Phyllis 






"It is going 
to
 be real fun for 
everyone,



































































"This is one of the most 
interest-
ing presentations, and if any stu-
dent has any curiosity about mod-
ern poetry, this is the event to 
come to because it has such a vari-
ety of style," Soldofsky said. 
"Origins" is an annual event pre-
sented by the center for literary 
arts in affiliation
 with the college 
of humanities and the arts. The 
event allows for a group
 of poets to 
come
 to the campus to make pre-






 will feature a 60-foot 
inflatable Bozo the Clown and a 
45-foot marc hing peacock. 
Children and the young-at -heart 
can look forward to Santa coming 
by on his 15-foot float. 
Promoters encourage
 people to 
take advantage 
of the free light rail 
and 




 for the parade.
 
POETRY  READING SCHEDULE 
 Thursday, Nov. 30- Poetry reading 
featuring
 Yusef Komunyakaa 
al id Vince Goteran , 7:30 p.m., SJSU's Washington Square Hall, 
Room 109. Admission is free. 
 Friday, Dec. 1- 
Conversation  with Yusef Komunyakaa, Vince Gotera 
and Genny 
Limn, 12:30 p.m., .SJSU's Washington Square Hall, Room 
109 Admission is free. 
Poetry in concert with live jazz by 
Eddie  Gale Grammy Award -win 
ning Jazz trumpeter featuring 
Yusef Komunyakaa, Genny lam and 
Vince Goteran, 8:30 p.m. SJSU's Music Concert Hall General 
Admission is $10 (at the door). SJSU students, faculty and 
staff free with ID. 
 Saturday, Dec. 
2. Finale featuring Yusef Komunyakaa, 
Gently  Lim, 
Vince Gotera and Eddie Galen, 2:30 p.m., Barnes & Noble 
Booksellers 3600 Stevens Creek Blvd., San Jose. 
Admission  is free. 
For more information caN 408-924-1378. 
Court makes it 
easier  for judges to 




 (AP)  The 
Supreme Court today
 made it easi-
er for people
 who say their rights 
were violated during police inter-
rogations to win federal court chal-
lenges 
of
 their state court convic-
tions. 
Ruling 7-.2 in a case from Alaska, 
the court gave 
federal  judges 




 courts on the 
question  of 






sent back to lower 
federal courts 
for  more study the 
case of a 
man  who confessed 
to 
killing 
his  ex-wife nine 
years
 ago by 
stabbing her 29 times. 
The high court's





known  to fans of 
police  movies 
and  television 
programs,
 requires 
officers to inform 
suspects  in their 
custody 
of
 their right to 
remain  
silent








issue in the 
case
 decided 
today was how 
much  deference a 
federal 
court  must give 
to a state 
court  
determination











not  been 














But  if it is a mat-
ter of law 





 judges asked to 




Writing for the court today, 
Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg said 
the question of 
custody  is "a mixed 
question of law and fact." 
"Two discrete inquiries are 
essential to the determination; 
first, what were the circumstances 





 a reasonable person 
have felt he or she was
 not at liber-
ty to terminate the
 interrogation 
and leave," 
Ginsburg  said. 
"The
 first inquiry, all 
agree  is dis-
tinctly  factual ... 
The  second 
inquiry, 
however,  calls for the 
application 
of the controlling legal 
standard to 
the  historical facts." 
Looking  for Advanced GE 
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was mix of Mozart 
and 
traditional
 Christmas songs 
Bs Chris Morris 
si., tan Daily Staff %linter 
Inside
 a cathedral glittered with 
gold coloring and biblical paint-
ings across the arch ceilings,
 hyp-
notic melodies
 and singing echoed 
as more than 300 SJSU singers
 and 




preparation  of SJSU 
School  
of Music's 






 weekend, a 
dress preview took place 
Wednesday evening
 with more 
than 500 
people  watching. A mix 
of Christmas songs and 
other 
forms of 
music  were presented. 
The  exhibition occurred at 
the
 
St. Joseph Cathedral in San 
Jose,  
and it 
entailed  performances by 
the San Jose State
 University 
Concert  Choir, Flute Choir, 
Svmphony  Orchestra, Choraliers, 
Chorale and Brass Choir. 
SJSU professor 
Charlene  




excited about the event. 
"I always feel 
that  it is one of the 
most exciting 
concerts all year, 
because 
of all the students, the 
acoustics





 that we select for 
the concert 
provides  something 
for everybody.
 It is one of my 
favorite events
 during the year." 
Simone 
Kunst,
 a soprano iii he 
concert choir, 
also  was thrilled with 
being  included in the concert. 
"Its exciting and it is a 
lot of fun 














The pressure and anxiety of 
singing in 
front  of an audience is 
something that Matthew 
Barnes, a 
tenor for the 
choralier
 and concert 




hardly  even think of the 
audi-




 are just there and I 
bring my music display and let the
 
audience 
enter into the musical 
world that the choir creates," 
Barnes said. 
The concert is 
used as way for 
the music department to raise 
money for scholarships. The 
department's goal
 is to raise 
$20,000
 from the three perfor-
mances.
 The two other perfor-
mances
 will take place Friday and 
Saturday 
at 8 p.m. at St. Joseph 
Cathedral. Archibeque said, all the 
money raised will go directly into 
some form of scholarship that will 
be given to students who are mem-
bers of the choir, orchestra and 
choralier. 
"As many as 50 scholarships a 


















NOVEMBER  30 
Begin your journey 
ex)vience





evoy  thursday. 
21 AND OVER  DRESS CODE 
DOORS OPEN AT 9:00PM 
DRINK SPECIALS  SAN 
FRANCISCO'S
 BEST DrS 
EURO-MIX








CUPERTINO  VILLAGE (AT OLA'S) 
San 
Jose  State University 
SPARTAN  DAILY 
Charlene
 Archibeque leads perfomers
 before the dress rehearsal. The concert
 be held 
at St 
Students  that are 
strong leaders 
and bring something
 to the organi-
zation are the 











the concert, the 
difficulty in 
preparing for the
 concert was 






the group as a whole 
rehearsed four times because a 
combined rehearsal was difficult. 
"Everyone has a different sched-
ule and different restrictions on 
their time," Archibeque said. 
"Inasmuch as SJSU is a commuter 









  SPARIAN D111 I 
Joseph Cathedral Friday and Saturday,  
rehearse during the day." 
Archibeque believes the compli-
cation of blending such a large 
group of musicians and singers is 
in rehearsals. 
"That's what (rehearsals) are all 
about. Getting the music learned 
and knowing the music," 
Archibeque said. -The conductors 
have to really know their music. 
That is what conducting is all 

















Digital image of woman's body provides




 Md. (AP) 
 A 
woman's body 





record of female 
anatomy, easing 
the need of medical students and 
researchers
 for cadavers. 
GRADUATE FROM 
HIGH
 SCHOOL TO HIGH-TECH. 
Look in the mirror. 
You'll see a young person 
who could probably qual-
ify for high-tech training 








 gives you a choice of over 50 specialty 
skills on the cutting edge of 
today's  technology. Any 
of them will give mu a big edge on a bright future. 
Look in on your local Army Recruiter and ask 
about high-tech training for 









THE MARK BY MARK 
PARISI  






 STILL 141-4llEI 
SL.CE  ri 
REALITY CHECK














































 for the 
"Visible 














block of blue 








cut off 5,000 
slices from 
head to toe,















 for high 
performance  










 at the body,
 or at 
only
 certain 
parts,  such as 
the 
nerves,  which 
can
 be separated 
































 Director of 
Business  Affairs 
 
















 1, 1996 
interviews  
December  4 & 
5, 1996 
BOUND & GAGGED BY DANA SUMMERS 































DAILY  San Jose State 
University 
--e---.-,eine 



























































ties, was released on 




Municipal judge Bradord 
1..  
idrews. 
His attorney, Don Steier, said 
Llanos 
would  be "out 
of the 
area." The 
priest had been 
undergoing treatment

















 nor Is 
there any guarantee
 Implied. The 
clarified
 C01111111 of the
 Spartan 















Only $57.00 per year. 
Save 30%. 60% 
on your 





FAST  FUNDRAISER  
Raise $500 In 5 
days - Greeks, 
groups,
 cite, motivated individuals.
 











Jackson Hole Wyoming. Jan. 9-14. 
$399. Right. 4 Days
 Ski. 5 Nights 







International  Airport 
Since 1974 - No Monthly 
Dues 
$100
 Per Year. 
Personafized Refessional Instructicn 
Competieve Rates 
*Introductory  Flight $35 
22 Planes To Choose From 







100% PURE ADRENALINE! 
There is nothing 
compared  to 
the exhilaration experienced by 
skydiving! Tandem, Accelerated 
Freefall, Turbine
 Aircraft. 













1,000 to 1,400 
sq.  ft. 
 W/D hook ups 
 Huge 
Clubhouse  
 Resident activities 
 Minutes to campus 
 2 Swimming pools 
 
Racquetball
 & Tennis Courts 
 
Basketball  Courts 
Rents 
























Village  Apts. 
576













 type bldg. 


















































































































































































































































































Top $ Paid. 
Good 










211. YWCA Child 
Care 






 T school -age 













 NEEDED for 
Contracting Co. in 
Campbell.  









Tue..Fri.  only. Call 
395-2337. 
TEACHERS, PT Afternoons. NAEYC 
Accredited preschool.
 Ratio 1:9. 
Excellent
 salary and benefits. 
Minimum 12 ECE units. 378.7805. 





temporary cashiers. $8.50 an hour!
 
Stanford 
Bookstore  1-800533.2670 
ea. 322, ask tr Kira. 
NEED EXTRA 
tititi 
When you're not in class?? 
(To the tune of 
$90/dey?)
 
THEN WE NEED 
YOU!!  
Join the team at Alum Rock Elem. 





score on CBEST. Emer. Credential, 
Great Attitude. Bilingual Spanish pref. 
Contact: Heather Barrios,
 Sub Coord. 
258-4923 ext 252. PJurn Rock Dist. 
Office 2930 Gay Pee, San Jose 95127. 
DRIVING INSTRUCTORS 
are 
appreciated  by students. 
Work your own hours. 





 work, fulittme 
pay. 
Earn between $200 and 
$800 weekly. Sales 
experience
 
helpful, full training provided. 
Flexible hours. If 




call Carl at 1-800760-6715. 
PART-TIME  RECEPTIONIST 
Downtown SJ Law Firm has imme 
diate opening for P.T 
receptionist  
8arn-12noon,











 apply in person at 





HIRING  NOM 
5-10 




 to $300/week. Jobs 







 $6.8/hr. Close to 
SJSU. 
Call  Jessie 283.3063. 
MAINTENANCE
 ASST: Basic 
maintenance  functions: 
paint-




Apply  at 3rd level 
Student Union 
Directors  office. 
For more
 info call 924-6310. 




 Must be detail -
oriented,























 males, 19-34 







M -F, 8-5pm. 
acidic tscuis. The 
Si, Luke's 
Institute in Suidand, Md., is 
affili-
ated with the 









 now 23. 
He has said Willi 
lv that Halms 
molested him. 
when he was 
12
 or 
13 years old 
and  an altar hos 
at
 








Restaurant Food Service. 
Excellent 
part-time  job. 






 am car + good DMV + 





ESPRESSO SHOP SEEKS respon-
sible  individuals,
 no experience 
needed. All
 shifts. 321.8818. 
TEACHERS /TEACHER AIDES 
FT/PT positions w/infants, tod-
dlers, preschool and school age. 
Great advancement
 and growth 
oppty. Good benefits. Immed.
 
Openings. ECE 
+ exper. preferred. 
Call Action Day Nurseries. 
408.8674515. 
EXCITING TRAVEL INDUSTRY 
opportunity. Are you a Hospitality 
Mgmt. or Recreation major or do 




Vacations' dynamic reservations 
staff & be a part of 
the best 
wholesale travel company
 in the 
USA. Classic is located in down-
town San Jose & specializes in 
selling customized vacations to 
Hawaii & mainland
 U.S. We are 
looking for quality 
sales special-
ists to enhance our fast -paced 
reservation center.This excellent 
opportunity offers: 
 P/T flex scheduling 
410-515




 employee benefits package. 
Attractive travel benefits. 
 Internship  
credit for Hospitality 
Management majors. 
 Professional working envYonment. 
10 minute walk from campus. 
 In-depth, 2 -week training 
session  
Jan. 4-17, 1996. 
PC 
experience  & travel industry 
background helpful. Apply in person 
or 
send/fax  resume to: 
Classic Custom Vacations 
Attn: Human Resources Dept. 
One North
 First 
St.  3rd floor  
San Jose, CA 95113 
Phone: 408/287.4550 
Fax: 408/287-9272 
DAYCARE  TEACHERS. Small 
World Schools is 
hiring
 teachers 
for  our school -age daycare pro. 




Ed req. Experience 
preferred. Most positions are 
2- 5:30 or 2:30 - 6, M -F. Short 
morning shifts 
are  also available. 
Call  379-3200 ext. 21. 





 Top Pay! 
Too many
 benefits
 to list! 
Day,Swing,Grave  Shifts, F/T &P/T. 
Call 
or
 appein persat Mar-Sun 7-7. 
408-286-5880.555D Matian Pee. 
awn. San Cabs and 
Pakmoor,
 
afield the Catrand Paty Store. 
CASHIERS WANTED Fr or PT. 
Flextie hours perfect
 for students. 
Starting pay 
$6
 to $6.50 per
 hour. 
Fatty send reaxne to Marty Jenser 
Classic Car Wash
 
871 E. Hamilton Ave. 













TEACHER/AIDE Preschool and 
School Age Program. Energetic 
individuals encouraged  to apply. 
Teacher position  ECE units 
required.
 All majors accepted. 
Call Gardner




$5.50- $6.00 /hour 
Stevens Creek Unocal 76 
4185 Stevens Creek Blvd 
Mon.- Fri. Sam- 3pm 
Ask for David. 296-5258. 
TEACHERS/AIDES 
100 great children
 are looking for 
a few great teachers. Teachers & 
aides are needed for Campbell 
before & after school -age 
program.
 
FT and PT positions available. 
Excellent











 Order Clerks. 
Accurate, 




MUST! 12-6pm 4 days a 
week  
plus Sat. 9-4pm. 25.38 hrs. a 
week. Also looking for 
production  
workers day/graveyard. Apply 






EXTRA  CASH FOR XMAS 
Busy time of year means we 
need extra help 
immediately.
 
Excellent pay. No 
selling.  For 
further
 info,  and application,
 
send a self-addressed, stamped 
envelope to: U.S. Publishing
 
Service. 415-112 N. Mary Ave. 








Ave you fast an the 10 
key? Do you 
have
 profcient typing skills? Ave you 
arsuing
 a 4 -year degree? Maid you 
like
 to move into 
management  upon 
graduatiai?  Hate we got a jet 
for
 exi 
Great pay plus a tuition assistance 
power! Join a varrirg team, erg* in 
person,
 NOW! 
ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM. INC. 








Sell Calif's best newspapers. 
Flexible hours, open 9am to 9pm 
7days a week.
 Hourly, plus bonus. 
Near Light Rail, Transit. 

















Downtown San bse AL* 
in person. 
22 West Saint John, San Jose. 
NEED CHRISTMAS CASH? 
We are looking for a couple of 
dynamic people to come
 work in 
our team. Top $. Call 654-9635. 
$7.00 TO $8.00 PER HOUR 
with 





 Of Part-time 
ALL 




Credit Union / Paid Vacations 
Medical/Dental
 insurance 
WEEKLY PAY CHECKS! 
Apply: Mon.  Fri. Barn 
-Spin,
 
Vanguard Security Services 
3212 Scott EiNd,  Santa Clara. 







 good, flexible 
hours, great job for students. 
Apply in 
person: 2752 DeLaCruz 
Santa Clara,  
SUBSTITUTES-FLEXIBLE HOURS. 
Small World Schools is hiring 
substitute teachers for our 14 




 ECE Rec, 
Psych, Soc. or Ed required. Exp. 





 can work 
around  
your school schedule  even if 




Call 379-3200 ext. 21. 






















 Susan Gi 
illith  said she 
dis-
CoVtled ,1 1C111 1 .111d 
confronted 
her S011 III 1111% 1994. lie


















 she said. 
"He  
VALET 
PARKING  ATTENDANTS 
wanted. 









Be a valet for weddings,
 exclusive 
private parties, and at on -going 
locations  
in








Call Mike OP 510-866-7275.
 
840,000/YR  INCOME 
potential. Home Typists/PC 
users.
 Toll Free 1-800-898-
9778




Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips. 
Students nmded in the immediate 
area Re-time/part-time
 openings. 




CRUISE SHIPS HIRING Earn up  
to $2,000+/month. World travel. 
Seasonal & positions. No 











articulate and motivated persons 
with opportunity for advancement, 







ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED 
for egg donation. Desperate 
Asian couples need your help 
to conceive. Can you help? 












working at home! Ten best 
opportunities for starting 
a home 
business. For FREE info send a 
self-addressed, stamped 
enve-
lope to: Hello-Tech, 467 Saratoga 
Ave., *237, San
 Jose, CA 95129. 
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT -Students 
Needed! Fishing 
Industry. Earn up 
to $3,000-$6.000+ per month. 
Room and Board! Transportation! 
Male or Female. No experience 
necessary. Call 1-206-545-4155 
ext A60412. 
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING Positions 
are now 
available




Excellent benefits + bonuses! Cal: 
1-206-545-4804  et 
N60411.  
TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK - Make 
up to 525-$45/hr. teaching basic 
conversational English in 
Japan 





 or Asian languages 
required.











FREE FINANCIAL AID! Over
 $6 
Billion in 
private sector grants and 
scholarships is 
now available. All 
students  





Let us help. Call Student Financial 




 & GRANTS 
Ultimate Financial Opportunity 








FREE MONEY For Your Education! 
Apply for your share
 in millions of 




 Resource Services. 
408.261-8676. 
Wanted it to stop. He didn't want 
there to be any other victims. 
How t. ould this have happened? 




 all 0111 lives." 
Arraignment of Llanos was 
postponed Co Feb.
 5. In the 
meantime, 
the judge ordered 
him not to have contact with 
minors unless 




 r ontact any of the 






After the irief (owl appear-
ame,Ilmosheadedtoapilice
 
station for booking and finger-
printing 
!Janos, 49, was stationed in six 





















and Fall 1996. Graduates 
receive
 5 or 











Dr.  Jorge 












 from campus 







Turabian  and MLA 











Get your papers edited before 
they are graded: A polished 
paper improves grades, 
Free pickup and delivery. 





PROFESSIONAL Word Processing 
Theses,  term papers, group 




etc. All formats. Experienced, 




Please  leave message. 
Tale's Word Processing service 
Incredible student rates on 
resumes and school papers. 






and school paper programs!! 
CALL TODAY (408) 937-720L 








APA  Turabian  MLA 
Grammar, Rectuation, Phasing 
Tables /Charts /disk edit 
kesmsdonsi
 Studerts Welcome 
10 minutes from campus! 




specialty.  Laser printing. Free 
spell check and storage. APA.  
Turabian and
 other formats. 
Resumes, 
editing, graphics 
and other services available. 




HEALTH & BEAUTY 
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC. 
Unwanted hair removed forever. 
Specialist. 
Confidential.  
Your own probe or disposable.
 
335 S. Bayeood Ave. 




Permanent Cosmetics by Trish. 
Enhance your natural beauty! 




Expires June 1st. 1995. 
408.379-3500  
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow 
621 E. 
Campbell  Ave. 017, 
Campbell, CA 95008. 
MEN & WOMEN- BARE IT ALLI
 
PERMANENT  HAIR 
REMOVAL. 
Si -Joe shaving, waxing, tweezing or 
og 
chemicals. Let us perma-
nently remove your unwanted hair. 
Back-
 Chest - 
Lip - Bikini - Chin  
Tummy  etc. Students & faculty 
receive 15% discount. First appt. 
1/2 
price  if made before June 1, 
1995.
 Hair Today Gone 
Tomorrow,  
621 E. 
Campbell  Ave. 
#17, 
Campbell . (408) 379-3500.
 
DAILY 
CLASSIFIED  - LOCAL RATES 
FOR
 NATIONAL / AGOVCY RATES
 CALL 408-924-3277 
Print 
your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including 














Rates:  3 -line
 minimum 







4 lines $6 $8 
$10 
5 linos $7 $9 
$11 
6 lines  
$3 














Atter the fifth day, 
rate  Increases by $1 
per day. 
First line 

































 Classified desk is 
located  in 




10.00a  m two weekdays 
before  publication 
 All ads are 






 dates only 
 QUESTIONS?









   
Greek  Messages* 
_Share...





























student  rates 
available
 for these 
classitications.$5.00  for 
a3 line ad tor 3 days. 
Ads must be placed 








**Lost & Found ads are 
offered
 
free,  3 
lines for 3 



















Intermediate  or 
Advanced.  Leam 
any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock, 
Fusion, 
Funk,  Reggae, or Folk. 
Cali
 Bill at 408-298-6124, 
WRITING











please  call Dave Bolick, 
510-6014554. Emergencies 0.K 
VISA/MASTERCARD. FAX. 
RESUME PREPARATION by 





Cochrell's Professional Resumes. 
(409) 356-67112. 
CRIME  PREVENTION INFORMATION 













18 yrs. / Touch 
tone
 phone 





subject. Why suffer and 
get poor 
grades
 when help is just a 
call
 
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former 
college teacher) assists with 
research  & writing. Tutorial 
also 








Samples & references available. 
Chinese & other 
langs. spoken. 
Foreigners welcome! Call 
today 
for free phone consultation:
 
(415) 525.0505...ask for DanieL 
FOREIGN STUDENTS-VISITORS.  








 and Green 
Cards. Reasonable Rates. Car 
Tamara Daney- 415-267-7267. 






2336 El Camino Real. Santa
 Ciao,. 
Mon.  Fri: 8 to 
5:30.  Sat: 9 tp 4. 
281-4430 
COMPUTERS ETC. 
















 SJSU for 20 years 
"Great Rates 
for Good Dnvers" 














 open Saturdays 
9-2.  
TUTORING 
SKILLED TUTORING SERVICES 
will
 
provide  the foundation to 
sail  
through your accounting courses 










Certain advertisements In 
these columns may refer the 
reader to specific telephone 
numbers or addresses tor 
addltIonai information. 
Classified  readers should be 
renended that, when making 
these further contacts,  they 
should require complete 
information before sending 





carefully investigate all firms 
offering employment  listings 
acoupons for discount 


































26 Cozy place 
to sit 
27 Town of the 






































50 Settle a debt 
























68 Cone se 
69 Withered 
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Hockey  player 
7 







































Apple  drink 














































MEM  NOME 
ME= mom mom 
NUM MINIMMEMMIO 















MEMO ME MN 
MUM 
WM NM MUM 
10 thursday, November 30, 1995 






















sands of U.S. troops who will help 




The northern Bosnia city has 
been proposed as the site of the 
main base for Americans who will 
participate





The le, onnaissance team of 10 
Americans that arrived in Tuzla 
Wednesday  is from the 1st 
Armored Diy ision






John Brown, said the group would 
be in the
 area for four to five days, 
"looking at 
facilities, locations for 
operations, bringing in supplies ... 
checking out major
 routes into the 




 senior U.S. defense 
officials said 
Wednesday  that 
NATO intends to give the 
formal 
go-ahead Thursday for




















































deployment  of 
the 
main













 for the 
peacekeeping  force 
and give the 
required 
approval
 by Friday, they 
said. 
President 
Clinton  sought 
sup-
port Tuesday from
 Congress for 
plans  to send 
20,000 U.S.
 troops to 
Bosnia. He 
appeared
 to be making 
headway,  with 
Republican  Senate 
df   
We want to make sure that we don't create new 
refugees. That's 
why  it's so 
important  that the civilian 
population  
around Sarajevo in 




















 officials on 
Tuesday 
worked
 out an arrange-
ment to 






military chiefs of 
the  NATO mem-
bers approved the peacekeeping 
plan, called "Joint
 Endeavor." 
Under the peace plan signed 












Wasfirsa.10N  Balanced budget 
talks between the White House and Congress
 
are off to an 
awkward start, with a last-minute 
flare-up about the size of the negotiating
 teams 
and
 little evident progress beyond a decision to 
meet daily for the rest of the 
week. 
"I'm operating on the premise 
that
 this is a 
serious effort to move toward a balanced budget 
in seven years," Sen. Pete Domenici, R-N.M., 
said when the session concluded
 after more 
than an hour. 




start,"  echoed Leon Panetta, the White 
House chief of staff,
 even though he had cau-
tioned earlier in the day "There 
are large differ-
ences here." 
So much so that during a break in 
the evening 
negotiations, one 
House  Republican aide joked 
the
 two sides were split: One wanted a blue felt 
covering for the 
table; the other favored green. 
Blue it was as negotiators
 settled into their 
chairs around the table in an ornate room in the 
Capitoljust off the Senate floor. 









Os \ N(.EI.Es  
Al')  The 
"three 
strikes" law aimed 
at keep-
ing career 
criminals  behind 
bars  is 
sending  
criminal  justice 
costs  soar-
ing in 
Los  Angeles 
County  and 
officials want the
 state to pick up 





 million in 
costs related
 to the law in the
 
1994445  fiscal 
sear and expects to 
pay  $172.6 million 
in the current 
year and 
$309  million in 
1996-97, 


































 of plea bargaining,
 
leaving
 them in 
jail  longer 
while  
awaiting  trial. 
"Three strikes
























































"virtual  world" on the 
Internet 
in
 which people with 
computers can 
stake inn their own 
space and share surroundings.
 
The 
company, Worlds Inc., calls 
its 
product "AlphaWorld" and 
aims
 to provide
 a ViStlid 
represen-
tatirm to go along with text -based 
et mutton it ation and in
 




 has not 
reached  




 can be 
accessed  
on its World Wide Web site. 
Eventually,  the company
 plans to 
charge
 a fee 
of less 




In addition to 
the software that 



















 similar 3-1) 
experiences 








for  instance, has a 
3-
D environ 
HUM  I on its on-line 
ser-
vice- called "WorldsAway." 
was
 a last-minute 
telephone




 would be 
seven 
Democratic  negotiators 
around the table, 
rather than five. 
The 




 from the House and 
two 
from the Senate; 
five
 Republicans attended, 
three 
from  the Senate and two from 
the  House. 
How long it takes
 to move from the size of the 
teams to substantive
 issues such as the future of 
Medicare. 
Medicaid
 and a possible tax cut may 
not be known
 for awhile. 
The two
 sides met for less than two hours 
Wednesday, 
recessing
 until Thursday so analysts 
could try to work out economic
 assumptions the 
bargainers will use. Domenici, 
chairman  of the 
Senate Budget 
Committee,  said they would meet 
daily this week,
 including Saturday. 
The sessions are the culmination of a year-
long, 
politically  drenched struggle in which 
Republicans pushed
 relentlessly to erase federal 
deficits in seven years while 
the White House 
and Democrats attacked them for planning 
deep cuts in Medicare and other programs. 
PI 
That provision of the plan is 
widely reviled in Serb-held parts of 
Sarajevo, which are to revert to 
government control. Some 20,000 
Serbs demonstrated against
 the 
plan in the Serb-held suburb of 
Ilidza, shouting "Sarajevo is Serb" 
and "We 
won't  leave Sarajevo." 
The Serb protesters in llidza 
vowed not to cede 
control over 
Sarajevo's Serb-held territory. 
"Clinton will have 
to kill us all," 
said Milica Kacar, 36. "I won't leave 
my it usbai id's grave." 
Mica Zugic, in his 
50s, said in 
reference to President Alija 
Izetbegovic: "We don't want to be 
Alija's slaves and let hint choose 
whom to arrest and
 whom to kill." 
European 
Union  envoy Carl 
Bildt arrived in Sarajevo
 to confer 





fidence on both sides of the con-
frontation 
line in the city is "of crit-
ical importance 
for the future of 
the reconciliation process." 
Foreign Minister Mohamed 
Sacirbey said, "We want to make 
sure that we don't create new 
refugees. That's why it's so impor-
tant that the civilian population 
around Sarajevo in the Serb-held 
areas ... feel welcome 
within the 
united Sarajevo." 
U.N. officials in Sarajevo report-
ed continued arson and looting in 
the western Bosnian towns of 
Sipovo and Mrkonjic Grad by uni-
















 30 percent of both 
towns had 
been
 burned down, and 
that factory 
equipment  was being 
looted. 
!yank° said the United Nations 
was urging the Bosnian Croats
 in 
charge to stop the burning and 
looting. 
Kris Janowski. a 
spokesman
 for 
the U.N. refugee 
agency,
 reported 
problems getting convoys through 
to the Muslim enclave of Gorazde, 
east  of Sarajevo. 
"Convoys 
that
 go to Gorazde are 
often harassed, often held up at 
checkpoints, sometimes as long as 
two or three
 hours," Janowski said. 
"Basically they (Serbs) are trying to 
go back to the 
previous  status quo 
when 
they




 spokesman Lt. Col,  
Chris Vernon said the
 UN was not 
ruling out 
the use of force to 






NEWARK, N.J. (AP)  The FBI 
has accused a Monmouth 
University junior
 of committing 
computer -assisted revenge by send-
ing 24,000 electronic messages to 
two 
administrators  and crashing 
the school's message system. 
It took about
 five hours to fix the 
E-mail system at the West Long 
Branch school 
on





school  computer 
systems were not affected. 
The messages, 
consisting of ran-
dom text, were sent automatically 
by an "E-mail bomb" program, 
Dimenna said. 
Dominick S. LaScala appeared in 
court Tuesday on federal charges of 
using a computer used in interstate 
commerce to send data he knew 
would damage a 
system,  a felony; 
and using a computer with reckless 
disregard, a misdemeanor. 
LaScala was freed on $10,000 
bail. No plea was entered. 
"We  think we will be vindicated 
at trial," said LaScala's lawyer, 
Frank E. Touniour.
 
Systems operators and FBI 
agents traced the messages in 
less 
than two days to LaScala, 
21, of 
Bethpage,  N.Y., FBI Special Agent 
John Mahoney said in a complaint. 
The messages were traced 
through various Internet accounts 
in two states to an account main-
tained by another Monmouth stu-
dent,





privileges  had been suspended 




propriate parts of the Internet, 
Dimenna said. He was 
soliciting  
investors in a restaurant, said FBI 
Special Agent Monica
 Baldwin. 
School administrators haven't 
decided whether LaScala will face 
university discipline, which could 
include expulsion.  Dimenna said. 
If convicted on both federal 
counts. he could face a maximum 
of six 
years in prison and a 
$350,006 fine; actual penalties 
would be far 












 taken one too 
many plasma slices 
the 











 cartridge, he got 
ailnENDEB game 
music CD. And a 
free  limited -edition
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November  30 






















Text by  Tina Casalino and Linda Taaffe 
Tina, 
I used to 
despise 
personal  com-













bringing the world 
closer  together in the 
21st century, I saw it 
as a tool that would 
turn  society into an 
impersonal
 place. My 
friends began spend-
ing two to three, 
sometimes even four 
hours a day talking to 
faceless 
"friends" on 
the computer rather 
than going out. 
Linda, I know 
what you mean. I've 
eve r been thrilled 





especially when it 
tomes to the develop-
ment of computers. 
rot practically corn -
illiterate. I don't 
know the first thing 
about the Internet. 





trying to persuade me 
to 
write  her via e-mail 
tor almost two years 
now.










 with you. 
Well, not quite. 
Last 
year I changed 
my mind about com-
puters. One of my rel-
atives became critical-
ly ill and 
couldn't 




go to  
the grocery store. She 
would  have been com-
pletely isolated and 
helpless if 
it were not 
for the Internet. With 
the 
Internet,
 she was 
able to order 
gro-
ceries, complete her 





then,  I've 
realized just how 
much computers have 
made the







 families or chat 
with  them for less 
money than a tele-
phone call. New tech-
nology is being devel-
oped to bring places 
and things to people 
confined in hospital 
beds. In the next 
decade, sick children 
will be able to go to 
Disneyland 
without 
leaving the hospital, 
via the computer. 
The Internet can 
also provide people 
with more leisure time 
to spend with their 
families and friends. 
Students,
 for exam-
ple, can do research, 
make travel arrange-
ments, and do their 
shopping from one 






useful, but I think 
people  have become 
too dependent on 




 of the time. Like 
people, they get sick. 
I've been screwed 
over 
by
 too many 
computers.
 I've lost 
term 
papers, not been 
able to 
print home-





rid  of more than 






Did you ever stop
 
to think about what 




off at your local gro-
cery store? 
Well, it 
happened to Al 
Bundy in an episode 





ters wouldn't work 
and the cashiers did-
n't know how to use a 
calculator or even 
how to 
add numbers 
on a piece of paper. 




ed teller machines 
(ATM) will probably 
not  operate. If this 
should occur, the fed-
eral government has 
made plans to fly in 
large
 amounts of cash 











 breaks too. If 
people learn to 
use 
computers to their 
advantage, then 
soci-
ety will be better off 
than before. 
Tina, you can boy-
cott the computer, but 
realize
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crossing  guard 
guiding 
children  across 
a busy street,
 two men 
are guided to solutions for 






Sean Penn, 'The 
Crossing  
Guard" is a gripping saga 
about two men trying to 
grap-
ple with
 emotions of guilt and 
revenge. These emotions
 fol-
low the two in a dangerous
 
and frightening 72-hour peri-
od while one is destined to 
avenge
 the death of his 
daughter and the other is try-





Freddy Gale, the father of the 
young girl John Booth (David 
Morse) killed six years ago. 
The day Booth finally gets out 
of jail, Gale begins a self-
destructive path 
to
 seek his 
revenge.
 
Gale  sells jewelry in his 
shop by day and gets drunk
 
and sleeps 
with  strippers by 
night. He blames
 his lifestyle 
on the 
loss




















Director  Sean Penn 
on location for 
"The  Crossing 
Guard."  
which also pushes 
him  away 
from his wife, 







 as a sin-
cere and 
quiet  person, despite 
the fact he has just 
spent the 
last six years in jail for the 
murder of 
Gales daughter. 
Booth  finds love 
and solace 
in 
jolo  (Robin 
Wright),  a 
painter he meets at 
a party on 
his 




 jojo tells 
Booth after making 
love
 with 
him for the first time,
 1 think 
your guilt is a 
little
 too much 
competition for 
me.  I think 
that you should let me know 
when















 and weak, unlike 
the darker characters
 he nor-
mally plays. With 
every scene, 
the audience is pulled 
into  his 
character's pain. It was also 
interesting to see 
him with his 
real
 life ex-wife 
Houston. 
The two have 
a chemistry which is 
demonstrated











 who won 
an 
Academy  Award for
 
his work on 
"Close  














 the film. 
The music 
in the film 
also 
creates a dark 
setting.  
Much of 
the  film takes 
place 










 his musical 
talent
 with "Missing,"
 a far 
departure  from his 
usual style. 
The song 
has  a funky disco 
















drained.  The film 
delves into 
the 
humanistic  qualities of 



































 itiarnese Restaurant 
155 San 
Fernando  St. 
289-8553  
(At 
The  Corner of 4th 
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- December 




Kolb,  Marhsall 
Bradley, Devin
 Mauldin 
and  Jeff Block 
play their 
second  show in 
Santa Cruz 
at
 The Red 

































 Area band Caustic Notions
 has only 
played three shows since getting back 
together after a 10-year break. Despite the 







 a 7 -inch 
record to be released in January. 
The band formed in 1985 when singer/song-
writer Devin Mauldin and guitarist/songwriter Jeff 
Block attended Saratoga High School. They con-
vinced fellow Saratoga High student, Marshall 
Bradley, to play bass. Mauldin met drummer Matt 





doing some type of illegal 
substance 
at a party," Mauldin 
said
 of his meeting with Kolb. 
"It (the drug) was one of those things that 
made you talk a lot," Kolb said. "All of a sudden, a 
heavy metal Iron Maiden 
drummer ended up in a 
Black Flag punk band. 
It was very odd." 
Caustic 
Notions  has played with other bands 
such as GBH, Agent 
Orange,  Social Distortion, 
Black Flag, and the 
Descendants. The band has 
received air play on Foothill 
College's  radio station 
KFJC. They also 
released an album titled "Never 
Look Back" in the late '80s.
 Its popularity in the 
Bay
 Area helped the band build a 
loyal local fol-
lowing. 
One fan of Caustic 
Notions
 is Sean Gregonis of 
LSD Records. 
Mauldin
 said when Gregonis heard 
Caustic Notions was 
back  together, he got in touch 
with the band
 members and offered 
to help them 
produce  a record. That 
conversation  evolved two 
weeks  later into an 
agreement
 to produce a record 
expected to have 








 crowds. Mauldin 
described  their shows
 in the 
Bay  Area as 
"glorified  
practice sessions." 
This  was 
due to 
sparse  attendance 
and
 little enthusiasm 
from those 
who  did show 
up,
 Mauldin said. 
Their show at The
 Red Room in Santa
 Cruz 
suffered
 at the hands 
of
 a stubborn sound
 board 
operator.
 But Caustic Notions 




 the band used the 










Club in San Jose, 
Mauldin  demonstrated 
his Sumo 
wrestler  stage 
walk
 while Bradley
 rocked out 
and 
threatened  to 
knock  Mauldin 




looked like he was
 about to pass 
Out  behind 
the drums. 
Only  Block 
appeared
 to be 
calm
 as he 
stayed 
out  of 
the way and














rock ala the 




 also uses 
words like 
"fast,  hard








Notions  is 
scheduled  to 
go














Caustic Notions singer Devin Mauldin 
believes  the low turnout at shows is 
because people don't know them
 yet. Here, he belts out a tune at the Cactus 
in October. 






 Ken  Statham 
Text 
by





















something  is 
watching:
 at the 
shopping  












business,  the 
bank  and 
even at San










may  not know it, 
but
 above them, a 
video 






 are placed in 
blind spots 
where we do not
 have 
quick  access 
to,"
 said Sharon 
Deaver,
 bowling 
manager.  Deaver 
and the
 staff use the 
cameras 
(which 
are  on during 
business 
hours)
 to ensure that 
patrons  are 
using the tables
 they were assigned 






said.  She said the 
cameras 
help the staff keep 
an eye 
on 
the  furniture that often 
disap-
pears to obscure places like 
the 
lobby in the
 Student Union, the 
Amphitheater 
or the parking lot
 
near
 the ATM kiosk. 
In surveying the arcade, the 
cameras  catch 
those
 clever and 
slick people who
 "string machines," 
a method
 of taping a quarter to a 
piece of string 




But how do the 
students feel 
about being watched? 
"I 
don't mind really," said Scott 
Grayson, a 
senior  business major. 
"As long as you know you're
 not 
doing anything wrong, they have a 
right to protect
 their property." 
Walter Tli and 
Long  i.e agree. 
'There are 
cameras  every-
where, like in department stores," 
said Tii, a senior incomputer sci-
ence. "I figure it's for security. It 
doesn't bother me as long as they 
don't do anything to me with it." 
As for Le, he feels indifferent  
about it. "I don't really care. I don't 
notice
 it." 
But surprisingly enough, view-













Videos."  Deaver 
recalled a 
time when in the 
midst  
of 
a working day, all seemed 
quiet,
 
until one of the 
monitors  captured 
a food fight. 
"All of a sudden the
 table ten-
nis area was 
covered with birthday 
cake,"  Deaver said. 
SJSU is not the only 
place 
where  video cameras 
monitor
 the 
actions of others. 
The most likely 
place to be 
videotaped
 is in a shop-
ping 
mall.  
At Emporium in 
Valley
 Fair  
Mall, customers
 are watched from 
the moment 
they
 enter the store 
until they leave. 
'There are cameras pretty 
much throughout 
the  whole store," 
said 
Jeff  Aoicante, of 
Emporium  
security. 
"Cameras are used to 
pro-
tect the assets of 
the company. 
But the mall itself
 does not use 
cameras.  "At Valley Fair, we do 
not 
have cameras for the 









Photos by  
Jay  L 
Clendenin
 















 at the 
Great 
Mall.  
"It is always 
helpful  to have as 
much 




job, no matter 
what you 
do, Peterson 
said.  'The camera 
adds a 
comfort
 level to customers."
 
SJSU alumna, 
Heidi  Berghorn, 
vice president
 of investigative 
ser-
vices at Haber 
Investigations in San 
Jose, said a lot of requests she 
receives by clients are for domestic
 
surveillance. These 
are not granted 
often.  
"We don't
 do very much 
domestic surveillance," Berghorn 
said. "But sometimes it is legiti-
mate."
 
Deryk Haole, an 
investigator at 
Superior Investigative Services in 
Campbell, agreed. Haole recalled 
a 
case when a mother 
wanted to 
determine if her husband
 was abus-
Al Emporium in Valley Fair Mall, customers are 
watched from the moment they enter the store 
until  they leave. 
this time," said Scott Abbey, gener-
al manager of Valley Fair Mall. 
But at the Great Mall in 
Milpitas, customers are not only 
watched inside, but
 are also 
watched while they 
are in the park-
ing lot. The Great Mall has 80 cam-
eras covering the 1.5 million 
square foot area. The cameras 
located inside the mall are either 
stationary or pan
-tilt  zoom, which 
can rotate 360 degrees. The park-
ing lot low -light level cameras,
 
which allows the same visibility 









24 hours a 
day,
 the mall's security 
can 
dispatch security officers  to 
6 
Etc  







with  a lens 
behind it, 
was  purchased
 and hung 
in the child's 
room.  A wire 
con-
nected  to the 
lens,  ran up 
the  wall 
into the attic
 and was 
hooked






said it is 
company  
policy  not 
to 






















































determine whether or not 
she  had 
had an 
affair. 
John Watson, spokesman for 










complicated DNA research by 
using the Polymarase Chain 
Reaction.  
"It is a DNA typing method," 
Watson said. In regard to the foren-
sic testing done with the undergar-
ments, biological material must be 
extracted
 from the cloth. Watson 
said the lab has the ability to take 
DNA from the back of a postage 
stamp, even if the saliva is dry. 
Working with the environment 
is important to what kind of 
equip-
ment is used, Hanle said. At times 
he must be creative. He recalled a 
case where a person wanted to 
know where another person was 
driving.
 Haole placed a video cam-
era in the car, and by watching the 
streets and 
shops they videotaped, 
they found out where
 that person 
was going. 
"We use videotapes to watch 
people,  but we do so within the 
law, Haole said. He follows a 
Califiwnia law that
 states he can 
videotape 
people  in 
a place that
 is 
accessible to the 
public  without 
invading someone's 
privacy.  But it 
is illegal 
for him to record the voic-




that  Hank uses 
is considered
 high-tech. Along 
with 
a camcorder and a 
tripod,  cameras 
come 
in different 
shapes  and sizes. 
Some cameras 
can  be concealed
 in 
a pager, lunch 
box  or electronic 
identification
 cards, 
which  are 
three -eighths 



























 department was tak-
ing 
amphetamines





was  taking 
them. A 
video
 camera was placed 
in 





the company caught the 
person. 
Depending on the 
client's 
request for using 




 on a 
case





least $1,500, and 
installa-
tion 




surveillance tools and 
recording gadgets from 
$200 to 
$400
 at the Spy 
Factory in San 
Francisco.  
A pen recorder
 and a 
small hand-held 
microca.s-
sette recorder are the big 
sellers
 at the Spy Factory. A 

















made by Sony, 
which is 2 
1/2 inches by 2 
inches. 






















businesses.  The Slo 
Factory selk 
carnet
 as the 
site
 of a 
pin  hole that 
(-an  
run on 
an ordinals !I 
soli 
battery. The Spy 
Factory
 
also  sells 
cameras
 in clocks, 
teddy bears and smoke 
detectors. 
"Society






































































Text by  
Danielle L. Costa 
Illustration
 by  Randy 
Jennings  
Special







 in 25 
years it 
could be as 
archaic  as an 
episode  of the 
Flinestones
 when 
compared  to the 
technological
 
advances which could 
take place at SJSU. 
One 
afternoon several 










111)1.11  Ian; Karen 
McCarty,  
director  ot tele« 
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an atternoon to dream
 and specu-
late 
ab(nit  the future 
if
 
ediacati(m as it 
adapts
 to the 
rapid  goiwth
 I it 
techmiltigy.
 
Thvility-tive  sears it I 1111 now every







backpacks,"  Schmidt said. 
"It will lie lightei than a 101 economics
 textbook." 
Sc Inindi ma








 It ansfet Mode (ATM). 
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are degi re 
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 Slate University, 
Fullerton 
and 
inlet act with a 
televised  i lass from 
SJSU.  
"I think
 there will be a lot 
, il t in 
tic
 lila which 
will  be 
delivered that way," 
Schmidt  said. "Students will set 
their VCRs 
(videocassette  recorders) because their day 
job keeps
 them away during class time. They can come 
home, watch their tape and go to their computer to 
get assignments..." 
McCarty said this type of learning can also be used 
for guest speakers. 
"Exposure of higher authorities allows the opportu-





















Mc( '.arty believes this type of technology
 cannot 
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won't  be 
as











































just  the 
beginning
 of the 














query  a 
database















back. You can't take a CD (compact disc) to bed or to 
the beach." 
In 1995, students have the capability to surf the 
Internet through SJSU, 
either  through dialing into the 
campus server from home or using one of the three 
computer labs on campus. Will it be easier in 2020? 
Will it be wireless? 
McCarty believes students 
will




 ubiquitous networking," he said. 
"Everyone will be accessed to high 
speeds  and we'll 
have wireless connectivity." 
But McCarty cautions that the issue of privacy will 
have to be addressed as 
well
 as frequency channels not 
crossing.
 
-The issue with portability in a wireless environment
 
is that personal 
appliances





Schmidt said because 







 in  the future.
 
"How
 do you separate the wheat 
from  the chaff, the 
good information from
 the bad?" Schmidt asked. 
"When I was in graduate
 school, the hard job was get-
ting enough information about the project, now the 
hard job is 
sorting  it all." 
Imagine sitting in a lecture and the professor links 
up his or her computer
 in class. The lecture is backed 
up by infOrmation coining in directly from the library 
or another
 university on the other side of the world. 
Sol believes the classroom
 is heading in this direction. 
'There will be a lot more computers in all areas of  
the campus instead of limited areas." Sol said. 
"Computers will link to the 
library
 to see sources avail-
able while in class. They could It 
cg
 on to Stanford, 
Berkeley or almost anywhere'. 
Sol 
ell  \ 
111,11S
 a SIM! htlfILIIIIIICS class



















 will be picked up in the classroom 
and  used." 
Students could plug their computers into their 
desks and download information
 from the professor, 
McCarty said. 
What about 
all that red tape students have 
to deal 
with at the administrative
 level? McCarty said adminis-
trative procedures will become 
more
 convenient  
from seeking out 
a prospective school, to registering 
for classes and paying for tuition. 
SJSU is currently tapping into resources
 which make 





 to prospective students
 cccl 
faculty with its 
own web pages, but McCarty
 believes it will become 
something even greater than 
that. 










"Site \ 'sits 
will be done 
on





 interaction," Mc( at  sold.
 "This 
could  mininme site visits. 







ti It -mister funds back to pas the 
bill." 
Schmidt said that 
eN,I%  thing would be sent 
electron-
icalls, cciii 
transcripts :mil ti mister 
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will have to have 




believes  technology can't with( e every-
thing 
and it will  have to develop slowly i All 
time.  He 
said
 its
 a weeding -out process of 




trick is getting from here to there. lim spread 
the mortar and 
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throw 
money  
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 a well known 
Russian  folk dance, 
choreographed in 
1937, and first 
performed  at the 




fathers share an 
umbrella in the 
opening scene 
of a dance called 
"Jewish Suite" 
choreographed
 by Igor 
Moiseyev.  The 
work  premiered 
in Moscow on 
May 5, 1994. 
10 
Etc.  

















Text by  Shawna Glynn 
Photos 




 six decades, 
no
 other folk dance




 by a grate-
ful Soviet and 
now Russian 





 Ensemble of 
Popular 
Dance."  Today, 
most refer to the
 dance company
 sim-
simply by the founder's 
name: 
Moiseyev.  
The Moiseyev Dance 
Company made its first 
United States appearance 
since 1991 on Thanksgiving 
weekend at the Golden Gate 
Theater in San Francisco. 
Each performance was 
choreographed by the great 
Igor Moiseyev. As ballet mas-
ter of the Bolshoi Ballet in 
1936, Moiseyev was
 asked by 
his government to organize 
the first Festival of National 
Dance. What began as only 
30
 dancers, has now become 
a company of more than 200, 
housed in Moscow's 
Tchaikovsky
 Hall. 
Many  of Moiseyev's pieces 
performed
 in San Francisco 
were comical and playful, 
making even the most 
uptight
 spectator chuckle. 
Others were passionate, mag-
ical
 and heartwarming. 
Every dance piece includ-
ed choreography so complex, 
only a dancer 
suited  with sev-
eral years of devoted ballet 




less; when dancing alongside 
one 




synchronized  at all 
times. 
What does it 
take to make 
a Moiseyev








 in 1965, answered 
such a 
question.  It began 
with 
barre  exercises. The 
exercises










a barre as 


















music  faster. After 
the 






(Hopak-Kolo),  a 
polka 
and excerpts 
from  old 
Russian 
dances. 
Several  pieces 
performed  
were of 
celebration  or 
remembrance.






















 and a "Zhok" 
(a mass dance.) 
"Jewish 
Suite"  told a story 
of two families 
celebrating  
the engagement
 of their chil-
dren. Young and noble 
gath-
ered to dance and to 
cele-
brate. "The Partisans," 
was  
created by Moiseyev in 1955 
to pay tribute to 
the moun-
taineers of various 
nationali-
ties who banded together to 
fight the Nazis. "Gypsies," a 
dance that premiered in 
Moscow in 1959, mimics a 
band of gypsies in 
Bessarabia, near the 
Rumanian border. The 
women performers moved 





















"Gaucho,"  a dance 
about 
Argentinean  cowboys; 
and the 
finale,















 fans all over
 the 
world. 
Every  aspect 
of the 
show was 













his  company 
have
 
packed up and 
left San 
Francisco.  It would
 certainly 
be nice to see 
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and much more! 
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virtuosic  battle 
scenes 
to be found 
in modern 
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and music is 
everything to 
the  members of 
Mother Hips. 





Bluhm, vocals/ guitar; Greg
 
Loiacono,
 vocals/ guitar; Isaac 
Parson, 
bass; and Mike 
Wofchuck, drums) met in the 
dorms of California State 
University, Chico. 
In a 
phone  interview, 
Wofchuck  said they 
"casually"
 
formed a band and called 
themselves 
Mother  Hips. The 
name came from a song writ-









loved to do. We never 
thought
 of dropping out of 
school, but our music paid fir
 
the rent so 
it just happened," 
Wofchuck said. 
As indicated in their sec-
ond release, "Part
-Timer Goes 
Full," the band went from 
playing at 
parties  and bar-
rooms to performing in more 
than 500 
shows  across the 
1 country. 
Mother Hips has been 
linked with bands 
such  as 
Blues Traveler, 
Big Head 
Todd, The Monsters and The 
Grateful 
Dead. Wofchuck said 
being compared to legendary 




 great, but I 
don't think it's  our
 sound. It's 
more about the shows we put 
on. We try to provide a 
good
 
atmosphere for our fans - a 
place where
 they can dance, 
relax
 and be open," Wofchuck 
said. 




The Rolling Stones, The 
Beatles 
and  Willie Nelson. 
With the 
sounds  of guitar, 
pop, blues, folk, R&B and 
soul, Bluhm sings about life 
and 
its  daily challenges. 
In "Magazine,"
 Bluhm 
sings about the 
pressures the 
media  inflicts on women to 
fit 




struts down the run-
away, she is so thin but more 
gaunt than lean. She cut 
down on her baby fat the fun
 
way, checked 
herself into a 
magazine."
 
Wofchuck's favorite song, 




-This is my 
nothing  time. 





close behind, the one that 
walk before you ... You can
 









"Lyrically it's (the song) 
amazing.  
The




 it's a 
les-
son




















five to six 
nights a 












 at each 
other  
and 































ers himself a rock 
star or 
celebrity, 
Wofchuck  laughed 
and replied 
that fame and 
image are 










 "All our 
money goes into 
this  (tour-
ing). We're just 
about music. 
We just want to play
 and write 
good
 songs." 
Mother Hips will be making 




Palo  Alto on Dec. 6 
and
 
The Catalyst in 




















live tip to 
this
 name. 





album  since it 
topped  the 
charts in San 
Francisco  25 
years ago, 
is a flashback 
to the 
cool, laid-back
 '70s  sounds 
of 
Santana,








 it's a 
sad shot at Top
 40 success, 
spoiled 
by
















 a beautifully 
complex 
cover  design, 
with  
intricate Aztec 
patterns  and 
harmonious  colors. 
Too
 bad 
some of the 
the lyrics  and 
much of 




Text by  Julie A. Galvin 
The first track, 
"Senorita,"
 has an infectious
 
beat and lively
 horn section. 
But the lyrics 
are  simple 
clichés that 
don't comple-
ment the complex back-
ground music. 










Singer Martin Cantu 
needs to add a 
dash  of 
Spanish 
flavor  to his vocals 





voice  is thin, 
almost 
whiny,  and his attempt 




 pull it off 
and neither can he. 
"... Mamisita
 you look fine, 
your front, your back, you're 
stacked and as a matter
 of fact 
we're gonna' do hard time ..." 
The second track, 
"Everybody Let's Dance," is a 
welcome 
surprise.
 Garcia has 
a rich, deep voice set to the 
background of 
a rapid conga 
beat, punctuated by staccato 
trumpet  blasts and spicy gui-
tar 
riffs.  His other songs, such 
as 





 choreographed as 
a salsa dance step. 
Garcia 




 to bring 
the band up 










 "will be 
big  hits at 
the club." 
But  Cantu's 
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third track, Fake 
My
 Breath 
Away," are the kind that would 
make you change the station 
if you heard 
them on the 
radio. It's a sorry attempt to 
create a romantic 
pop sensa-
tion a 
la Earth,Wind & Fire. 
He's a 
wanna'-be  crooner, but 
Harry Connick Jr. has nothing 
to worry about. 
Even  Michael 
Bolton can do better than
 
this. You know from the 
beginning of his Boyz II Men 
rapping 
imitation  that it's 
going to bequesado  cheesy. 
"You know girl ...
 I've never 
ndo Records 
Photo  courtesy of Gres  
been a 
prince,
 or even 
a king 
of the
 castle ... But 
with you 
and
 your love 
by




 me feel like a 
king





that if it weren't
 for 
Garcia,
 buying this 
album just 
wouldn't
 be worth 
it. The next 
album is still 
something to 
look forward to 
 but only if 
the 
band  sticks 












Morrison  graduated 
from SJSU in 1925. 








Text by  Danielle




memories  of the San 
j 
 
  Francisco 1906 earth-




 When she graduated 
from San Jose State, it was a 
college (not a university) 
wrapped around a court-
yard. 
Fifteen hundred to 2,000 
students were enrolled. 
SJSU archivist Jack 
Douglas
 
said only three of the 
origi-
nal buildings where 
Morrison attended classes 
are still standing. The 
Spartan Daily didn't exist. 
Instead, students
 read the 
weekly school paper, The 
College Times. 
San Jose State also 
oper-
ated a junior 
college.  
Morrison, now 91, started 
out in the junior college in 
1922, and graduated in 
1925. She then continued 
on for her bachelor's in 
education and 
English,  
graduating  in 1926. 
Morrison  was a reporter and 
columnist for The Times 
and vividly




 and I 
went to The Times staff 
meeting




by the Tower entrance and 
the door was 
open and all lit 
up. The 
dean
 of women 
came along and said, 'Let's 
go 
up 




women  was 
very
 digni-
fled. So if the dean wanted 
to go up 
the stairs ... sure, 
we'll go." 
Students were not 
allowed to go to the top of 
the 
tower, but Morrison fig-
ured they would not 
get in 
trouble if the dean was with 
them. When they got to the 
top of the tower, the lights 
went out. 
-There we were stuck up 
there  in the dark with the 
dean,"  Morrison said. "She 
laid down on 
the floor 
because she 
was so scared. 
So we helped her 
down  
those circular stairs with
 one 
hand on the 
dean.  But when 
we got 
down,  we were 
locked 












them and got the 
janitor






 a writer, 
publishing children's stories 
and a novel called "White 
Dome."
 She is modest about 
her 
achievements and would 
rather ask questions
 about 




Morrison  resides 
at
 Westgate Convalescent 
Hospital. 




live," said Barbara Money, 
social  services assistant at 
the hospital. "She




Morrison  no 
longer writes, she still 
enjoys  
reading.  Her advice to aspir-
ing writers? The
 best stories 
are true to life. 
"Be on the
 alert," 
Morrison  said. "If you 
write 
about a real situation, it is 
better









































she  was a 
student, 
the  teachers 
were mean. She 
was going 
to get 
even by being mean 
to her 
pupils.  Isn't it too 
bad that a 
future  














Won  Ton 
Rice  Stick 
Soup 
 













San  Jose 
262 E. Santa Clara St. 
Between 6th and 7th St 




NEW TUNG KEE 52 at 
Milpitas
 Town Center 
481 E. Calaveras Blvd. 
Behind 






I GET ROCKED! 
OPEN  LATE NIGHT 




 SANTA CLARA ST. 
15 
BLOCKS




EXPIRES 12/7/95   
November 




as told by 
Chris 
McCrellis-Mitchell  




kill  you 
"Surgeon General's Warning: 
Temptation to beat the livin' 
crap out of soda machines for 
taking your money may 
result  in 








late news last 
week.  
During the com-








he shown later 
in 
the 
evening.  The 


























bite  to 
eat 




ardous to your 
health."  
My first reac-
tion was: "Great, 
_ 
just  what we need 
 - 
now is another 
thing that will 
give
 you can-
cer. I figured it was 
about 
how the 
lasers inside the 
coin or 
dollar
 bill slots 
(which tell the machine 
what kind of money you 
insert), give off enough 
radiation, that if you 
use 
one of 
those  machines 
three
 times daily for 5(X)  
years, you may
 actually get 
cancer in the tips of your fin-




 of like the  
effects of sitting in front of a com-
puter.  It gives off harmful rays, 




 of it 
until
 your head falls off your 
dead,  




But no. This was
 much worse, 
more hideous. Or less worse, 
depending on which 
way you look 
at it. After anticipating the
 worst 
for 25 minutes,
 I finally got to hear 
the news I 
was waiting for. As a 
junk food 
junkie since I was able 
to 
reach a coin slot, I needed to 
know 
what I had subjected myself to. 
The  
answer I got was not
 what I expect-












in what is 
being  referred to 
as
 the 
worst  vending machine
-related 
killings in U.S. 
history











 at the Institute
 for 
Developing  Information 
Obvious to 
Average Simpletons (IDIOTAS) 
or 
somebody
 like that, soda 
and  snack 
machines 
can  kill you...if they fall 
on
 you. What? Stop the
 press. How 
come
 I wasn't informed 
of
 this 











 the cause of 
approximately
 45 some-(xld 
deaths  
since 
they  made their presence 
known to man. 
Most of these 
deaths, tragic as they 
were  (and 
messy too), 
could  have been easily 
avoided. 
Apparently  these 
people,
 like 
postal  employees, were disgruntled 
with the service (or
 lack thereof) 
from 
the machines 
so they took out 
their anger with physical
 action. 
Some 
shoved  the machine, hoping 
the jarring motiim would help 
release their 
captive
 snacks. Others 
had leaned the 
machine  forward, 
k figuring the snack
 or drink wasn't 
able to get over the 
little hump 
that every other 
snack  had, so why 
not help it 
out?  
Little did 
they know, the elec-
tronic creatures 
they were messing 
with were one -eyed,
 two-slot, vend-
ing machine 
people crushers. After 
so many humans
 with a blatant dis-
regard 
for a machine's 
feelings  and 
the laws of physics and 
gravity had 
messed with these mechanic mon-
sters, the machines had had 
enough. 
No more yanking on the coin 
release handle. No more idiots
 
poking at the selection. No more 
blaming the machine and not the 
human who filled it when the  
wrong selection comes popping 
out, even though the right button 
was pushed. No more kicking to 
pry loose 
a bag of chips that just
 
happened to fall diagonally and got 
stuck. A 
machine can only take so 
much abuse before it snaps. 
Can you 
imagine
 being the 
police officer who 
has to call the 
family of the 
deceased
 or injured? 
"Hello. Is this Mrs.
 Cant 
Theenkbefordoing?
 Yeah, this is 
Officer Joe Sarcasm
 here. Your hus-
band was attacked
 by a homicidal 
vending machine. We 
think  it's 
related
 to a serial killer we've 
been 
trying to hunt 
down.  We're charg-
ing it with 





assault  and smother (I'm 
sorry, bad 
choice





assailant will either 
serve  inmates in 
Folsom  or we'll




 in the Bronx 
to 
see how it likes








report,  new 
















for  taking 
your money 








 really. The 
stickers  show a 
stick figure




 it. This is 
to warn 
peliple






em nigh to 
support












 stories so 
bad  they had 
to dig Op 
crud "FYI" 
like  this. 
What
 
a waste of a 
news report, I 
thought.  
Then I thought, 
what a way to 














 All times p.m. unless









performs  tonight at The 
Edge in Palo Alto. 
Tickets are
 $15 in advance. The show
 begins at 9:30. 
For more information, call (415) 324
-EDGE.
 
The Fallon House, 
built  in 1855, will be 
transformed  into 
"a Victorian
 Christmas fantasy with 
dolls and decorations of the
 late 1800s" 
through Jan. 7. 
Times  are Wednesday 
through  Sunday, 11 a.m. 
to 4. 
It costs $6 for adults 
and there is free parking.
 
For more 






 written by student Derek 
Cheng will be presented by 
SJSU's theatre arts 
and English 
department.  It won the Crain/Phelan
 award for best student 
original
 play. 
The performance is at 
7 on campus. For more 
information,
 call 924-4555. 
No Use For 
A Name performs at the 
Cactus  Club in San Jose 
Friday  night. 
For more 
information,  call 491-9300. 
SJSU's
 School of Music presents the
 20th anniversary Scholarship 
Concert 
featuring SJSU concert choir,
 choraliers, chorale and 
symphony  orchestra. 
The concert takes place at St. Joseph 
Cathedral in San Jose. 
It begins at 8. Donations 
are  welcome for $15, $25 and 
$50.  
For more information, call 924-4332. 
The Robert Cray Band will 
perform  through Dec. 3 
at the Warfield Theater in San Francisco.
 
Tickets are $21.50, 
$22.50.  
The doors open at 7 and the show begins at 8. 
For more information, call (415) 775-'7722. 
MAGNIFICAT presents their
 concert "0 Magnum mysterium: 
Christmas in Venice" at First Unitarian
 Church in San Francisco. 
It begins at 4 p.m. 
and tickets are $10 for students.
 
(also 1 p.m., Dec.1 in San 
Jose at Le Petit Trianon) 
For more 
information,
 call (415) 979-4500.
 
Bay Area Theatre 
Sports  
(BATS)  presents their 5th annual






















 at The Edge in 
Palo Alto. 











 to the 
San Jose 
Arena. 
Tracy  Byrd 
and Risen
 Akins 















vocalist,  will 





 open at 















































No drugs or fighting' 
CINIBAR
 

































North  of Santa 
Clara  Between 3rd






















Prices quoted are for a one color print on 
white 1-0(Y* cotton 1-lanes Beefy -Ts. Tax 




























T 0 PO T 
A 
fonfolizing
 blend of pikietapple & 
°naive  
juice, sfraw6er,4es & ix:nu-Am:1ns 






 Espresso BOY 
2 For 1 
Get one 
FREE smoothie or 
coffee drink when one is purchased 
at the regular 






Caffe  lueco 
"From Ju; t,c7: Java" 












YOU AND 3 
FRIENDS 


























 Local Artwork 
 Full Menu 
Available  
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FIRST ST. Si. 














Our  tasty omelettes are stuffed with 
meat and vegetables 
with toast on 
the side. 
321 South First St. San Jose 
292-4698
 





HOT NEW LIVE "BAWDY 
CASTE"  EVERY SAT. 
4,..f 366 S. 
First St. 
998-3300 
"ROCKY"  SHOWS EVERY 
SATURDAY AT MIDNIGHT! 
ALL SEATS $5.00 
Flying Pig 
Pub 
Full Bar and 
Menu 















-Free Darts/ Liar's Dice/
 Pass the Pigs 
20% off 










 One 0 
Flying Pig 0 
01 Ajax 
South 
First  
tal 
Billiards
 
